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When Australia’s farming sector 
was under threat from a rab-
bit plague in 1950, the CSIRO 

released the myxomatosis virus, which 
wiped out the population within two years. 

The world’s first successful biological control 
of a mammal pest saved the wool and meat 
industries and reduced rabbit numbers from 
600 million to 100 million. 

In those days it was regarded as one of 
CSIRO’s greatest triumphs. 

Today it would probably be called genocide. 
That is, if animal rights activists, the Greens 
and government bureaucracies allowed it to go 
ahead. 

Now, across Australia, we have a plague of 
bats carrying some of the world’s most virulent 
viruses that are deadly not just for livestock, 
but for humans. Bats incu-
bated the Hendra virus, which 
has killed nine horses in the 
past three weeks in a record 
six outbreaks in NSW and 
Queensland, with 26 people 
who came in contact with the 
horses anxiously awaiting the 
results of tests. 

Even as far south as Rand-
wick racecourse this month, 
an ill thoroughbred prompted 
a Hendra scare. The horse has been cleared but 
the bat infestation of fig trees in Randwick has 
spooked officials. 

Hendra is so virulent that, of seven humans 
known to have contracted it from infected 
horses, four have died. Vet Peter Reid, involved 
in the first Hendra outbreak in 1994 which 
killed Queensland horse trainer Vic Rail, says 
his “gut feeling” is that the virus is becoming 
more contagious. 

“We know it’s one of the worst viruses in the 
world. It’s what they call a category C virus in 
the US for its potential use as a bioterrorism 
thing so it’s really nasty,” he told the ABC. “We 
don’t know where it’s going to crop up again. It 

can crop up in NSW ... Victoria, the Northern 
Territory, top of Western Australia.” 

The fact is that bats are natural reservoirs for 
many viruses that are dangerous to humans. 

They have recently been identified as the 
source of the worldwide SARS epidemic of 
2003, which infected more than 8000 people 
and led to the deaths of almost 1000. 

Another deadly virus recently traced to bats 
is Ebola, which first emerged in humans in 
Africa in 1976. 

It has an 80-90 per cent mortality rate and 
causes agonising deaths. 

One of the reasons bats are dangerous is that 
they seem uniquely able to sustain infections 
without symptoms for a long time. 

It means they have a phenomenal ability to 
spread disease. 

They are the Typhoid Marys of the animal 
kingdom. 

A scientific paper last year in the journal 
PloS ONE, for instance, reported on a bat in 
Ghana, which was found to be infected with 
both Ebola and lyssavirus and was fitted with 
a radio transmitter. It was detected 13 months 
after its release. 

It “appeared to be healthy and showed typi-
cal migratory movements in this region of 
West Africa”. 

The paper went on to warn: “Spillover of 
infection into a large susceptible population 
which roosts in urban areas must be consid-
ered a possible public-health risk.” 

Across Australia, we have a plague 
of bats carrying some of the 
world’s most virulent viruses that 
are deadly not just for livestock, 
but for humans

The bat plague
Miranda Devine

HERSDEVINE
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In Australia, bats harbour three 
deadly emerging diseases, Hendra, 
Nipah and the Australian Bat lyssavi-
rus, which has been found as far south as 
Melbourne’s East Kew, where a resident 
found an infected bat mid July. 

Two people are known to have died from 
lyssavirus in Aus-
tralia since 1996, 
including a 39-year-
old Queensland mother 
bitten on the finger by a bat after 
she tried to stop it swooping on a child 
at a barbecue. 

All over Australia bats in plague proportions are caus-
ing havoc. They shower veterans in faeces at Anzac Day dawn 
services in Singleton. Maclean High School on the NSW North 
Coast has such a bat plague that teachers have gone on strike 
and carried umbrellas to protect themselves from excretions. 

In Queensland, the town of Gayndah is under siege after 
an estimated 150,000 bats moved in, driving people away, and 
making horseowners feel they are playing “Russian roulette”. 
“The stench is absolutely unbearable a lot of days,” resident 
Wendy Lutvey told the ABC. “The screeching day and night, it’s 
just never ending. We live behind closed doors and windows.” 

It’s Alfred Hitchcock’s classic horror movie The Birds come 
to life. 

Yet no serious moves are being made to eradicate this 
airborne pest, in Gayndah or anywhere else. Better 
that horses and people die. Better that entire 
communities become prisoners inside 
their homes than a single bat be 
disturbed. Peter McGauran, 
chief executive officer of Thor-
oughbred Breeders Australia, 
was howled down when he 
stated the bleeding obvious: 
Disease-ridden bat pests ought 
to be culled before the viruses they carry 
mutate and become more virulent. 

Of course the bats should be culled, just like 
rabbits once were. 

In 1950 we had scientific luminaries such as Professor 
Frank Fenner, Dr MacFarlane Burnet and Dr Ian Clunies Ross 
arguing the logical case for myxomatosis. 

But where is the CSIRO when you need it now? Too busy on 
the carbon tax bandwagon, probably. 

devinemiranda@hotmail.com

Yet no serious moves are being made to 
eradicate this airborne pest, in Gayndah or 
anywhere else. Better that horses and people die 
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I have come to realise that Generation 
Y really is the elite generation. I don’t say 
this simply because I am one of them, but 

for some obvious signs that have come to 
my attention. Not only do our technological 
skills allow us to send a 200 word text mes-
sage in less than 3.4 seconds, type a 20,000 
word essay in the 12 hour period before it is 
due and share a status update with our 600 
illegitimate, but lovely friends on Facebook, 
but our world views seem to be more advanced 
as well. Recently a teacher at St Patrick’s 
College told a student he could not take a 
same-sex partner to the ball. In case he didn’t 
realise, we are living in 2011, civil unions have 
been legal for seven years now, so it’s about 
time the older generation 
moved with the times. 

However, the student’s 
peers couldn’t have been 
more supportive starting the 
Facebook page “get same sex 
couples to the ball,” which 
gained a huge following. 

It seems young people are 
far more accepting of gay 
couples and why shouldn’t we 
be? If you think that homo-
sexuality isn’t natural then 
you should definitely check out Animal Planet. 

I am pleased to see that New York has finally 
jumped on the gay bandwagon by legalising 
gay marriage last month. However, disap-
pointingly Catholic bishops have decided 
to shun lawmakers in protest. Now I have 
nothing against God and his merry men but I 
don’t understand the big issue with gay people. 
Admittedly I wouldn’t want to marry one, 
but are they really such a problem? Catholic 
priests don’t seem to have such a clean record 
themselves, with 4,392 having indecent sexual 
allegations made against them in the USA 
alone. Maybe they are not the best people to be 
pointing fingers and preaching to the rest of us 
about moral “norms”. 

I think it might be about time that everyone 
started accepting gay people as normal mem-
bers of society. Now I don’t want to stereotype, 
(although I will anyway), but gay people are an 
essential part of day-to-day life, whether they 
are cutting your hair, designing your clothes, 
contributing to population control or paint-
ing big rainbows in their backyard, it’s usually 
pretty positive. 

I really think that what people get up to in 
their own bedrooms is up to them… assuming 
it’s all consensual. Quite frankly I don’t know 
what anyone else might be getting up to in 
his or her extra-curricular activities, but from 
what I have read in Cosmo gay sex is definitely 
not the weirdest thing out there. Lets just say 

that I don’t think S&M stands for Scrabble and 
Monopoly. 

Ask yourself what would the world be like 
without gay people. Elton John, Lady Gaga, 
Ellen DeGeneres and Stephen Fry among 
many others have all made such an impact on 
this world. Let’s be honest Tamati is the only 
thing keeping TVNZ’s Breakfast show on air 
and New Zealand comedy could have been 
quite lost without the Topp Twins. 

Homosexuality is not something to be afraid 
of, unlike herpes being gay is not contagious… 
at least I hope not anyway. There’s nothing 
wrong with it as long as I’m not gay... right? 

For a conservative take on the debate, see 
HIS: The Question

Generation Y not?  
Chloe Milne

Let’s be honest Tamati is the only 
thing keeping TVNZ’s Breakfast 
show on air and New Zealand 
comedy could have been quite lost 
without the Topp Twins

HERSGEN-Y
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“I was playing hide and seek with my 
family; my father had hoisted me on his 
shoulders to help me in a tree. It was a 
beautiful, sunny, clear day and I will never 
forget the flash of light, brighter than the 
sun... That evening the whole sky turned 
red. It stayed like that for about a week.”

the last 
SURVIVORS
Pacific islanders grapple with fallout

WORDS BY EMILY FINDLAY
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A
pril 28, 1958. British, 
Australian and New Zea-
land servicemen had just 
detonated a hydrogen bomb 
on Christmas Island in the 
Kiribati group, as part of 

‘Operation Grapple’. Ten-year-old Tau-
riki Greig was playing hide and seek with 
her father on a northern island, Raka-
hanga, 1400km north of the capital on 
Cook Island. But the blast was felt, and 
the ground shook. Atmospheric bomb 
tests – when they happened at night – 
could even be seen from Whangarei in 
New Zealand. Little did civilians know, 
the wellbeing of future generations had 
been jeopardised. 

Tauriki (Tau) now lies paralysed in 

St Johns Private Hospital, Epsom. Her 
only means of communication is to blink 
and smile. Her husband, Wayne Meyer, 
is convinced the illness is traced to ion-
izing radiation exposure as a child. Once 
a bubbly, outgoing woman, Tau’s DNA 
mutation- associated with Spinal Cere-
bral Axtia, means she is know awaiting 
the painful truth – death. 

Nuclear testing began in 1952, in the 
outback of South Australia. Over 22,000 
British, 14,000 Australian and 500 New 
Zealand servicemen were involved. It 
was the eerie time of the Cold War- a 
nuclear arms race. The threat of com-
munism was perceivably escalating. 
Testing was supported by the Australian 
Government until 1957, when scientist 

Hedley Marston revealed widespread 
radioactive fallout and aboriginal deaths.  
Consequently, the last nine explosions 
were relocated to offshore Christmas and 
Malden Islands.

New Zealand sent 551 men on two frig-
ates to Operation Grapple – the HMNZS 
Rotoiti and Pukaki. At this time Christ-
mas Island was a colony of Britain up 
to 1979, where the island group was 
renamed Kiribati and remains a member 
of the British Commonwealth. 

Although at the time of detonation 
soldiers and immigrants were largely 
ignorant of repercussions, generational 
effects have been proven. The New Zea-
land Nuclear Test Veteran’s Association 
(NZTVA) commissioned a study carried 
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out at the Massey University Microscopy 
and Imaging Centre in 2001. Results 
(released in 2007) found that nuclear test 
veterans had 29 translocations per 1000 
cells, as opposed to the expected ten 
translocations per 1000 cells. Translo-
cation frequency measures radiation 
damage and indicates a scrambling of 
genetic material when cells divide. This 
can have ongoing ramifications includ-
ing breast, lung, bowel, bone and thyroid 
cancers, diarrhoea, deformed babies, 
miscarriages, dwarfism, skin disorders 
and cataracts. 

So where does Tau, along with other 
Cook Island residents who were 
exposed to radiation in the 1950s, 

fit in to all of this? It would seem both 
test veterans and locals should be equally 
entitled to compensation. After all, 
the latter were merely passive specta-
tors. However this does not look likely, 
especially as veterans themselves are yet 
to see compensation after a decades-long 
battle. One thousand servicemen took 
their multi-million pound claim against 
the British Ministry of Defence to the 
High Court in London in 2007 – with no 
avail. Dozens of veterans have died wait-
ing for the lawsuit to come to court.  

Wayne Meyer is adamant islanders 
exposed to radiation deserve compensa-
tion. He has worked tirelessly for the 
cause; including writing to Tony Blair in 
1997 and approaching the New Zealand 
Herald seven times. Despite brief media 
exposure, including calls from the BBC 
and Radio NZ following an article in 
Spasifik magazine (July/August 2005), 
Wayne is yet to see significant progress 
in his quest for government acknowl-
edgement. He also claims to have met the 
NZ High Commissioner, who, prior to 
his death, acknowledged New Zealand’s 
responsibility for the deaths of many 
Cook Islanders.

Prior to the 1956 bomb test, island 
residents were relocated north. How-
ever, impacts were still prevalent. In an 
interview with the Cook Islands News in 
January 2006, Wayne claimed to know 
numerous victims of the nuclear fallout. 
These people were not confined to Raka-
hanga, but also in Marshall and other 
Northern islands. 

“I have information of a woman whose 

four brothers and 
sisters died in 
Rakahanga after 
the explosion from 
diarrhoea. They 
were told it was an 
epidemic, but this 
is one symptoms 
that one can suffer 
following the nuclear 
fallout.” 

Wayne also says 
he knows of women 
in the northern 
Cooks and Marshall 
Islands who suffered 
miscarriages soon 
after the bombing. 
The foetuses were like “jellyfish”, with 
two eyes, no legs and hands. 

However it is the apparent neglect of 
island residents by navy personal in 1957 
that so enrages Wayne, as many illnesses 
and deaths could have been prevented. In 
her letter to the United Kingdom Home 
Office in 1977, Tau described the months 
following the final detonation:

“We were told not to drink any water 
from our wells or roof tanks, nor to eat 
any vegetation, crops or fish, for at least 
three months… The Royal Navy Aircraft 
Carrier and Destroyer ‘Warrier and 
Narvik’ never came back with food and 
water, nor did the New Zealand destroyer, 
‘Pukaki’, so we had to live on coconuts for 
three to four months.”

In the same letter, Tau sought infor-
mation about compensation for the 
descendants of her great-grandfather 
William Grieg, who owned Christmas 
and Fanning Islands during the nuclear 
testing. She recounted how after the 
test in 1956, William Grieg’s son’s office 
on Gilbert Island was broken into and 
the British lease document stolen. This 
document contained rental payments 
and compensation information owed to 
William Grieg. 

The effects of nuclear energy are 
mammoth. Just 450g of any substance 
completely converted into nuclear energy 
is equal to eleven billion kilowatt hours, 
or enough power to drive a car around 
the earth 180,000 times, or power four 
and a half million electric fan heaters at 
full tilt for one hour.  

Catastrophic effects were proven at 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, with hundreds 
of thousands of deaths. However, accord-
ing to Wayne, those bombs dropped on 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki contained 3g 
of atomic material. By comparison, the 
bomb set off at Malden, about 1000km 
from Rakahanga, contained one mil-
lion grams. Roughly speaking, when 
one gram of uranium is converted into 
energy, that energy is equivalent to three 
tonnes of coal.  

So what does Wayne hope for the 
future? Simple acknowledgement. He 
encourages anyone from the northern 
group of islands who suffer, or know of 
persons who have suffered from a mis-
carriage, cancer, dwarfism or club-foot 
to come forward. For Tau to receive rec-
ognition for stolen independence; before 
her final days are up, is this husband’s 
greatest desire. 

It would seem both test veterans and locals should be 
equally entitled to compensation. After all, the latter 
were merely passive spectators. However this does not 
look likely, especially as veterans themselves are yet to 
see compensation after a decades-long battle
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Promised You 
A MIRACLE

 I
n October 2006, 12-year-old Avery Gerleman scored a goal in a soccer game. She 
did not celebrate. She walked to the sidelines and threw up a gob of bright red blood 
into the grass. She told her coach, “I need to get back in there.” The coach sat her 
down. After that, bad went to worse. 

Doctors in the US city of Wichita, Kansas, made famous in the Glen Campbell 
song, put Avery in a drug-induced coma and pushed a breathing tube down her 

throat. Avery’s lungs filled with blood. Her kidneys shut down. There was so much 
air and fluid leaking into her chest that her heart nearly stopped beating from the 
pressure. 

Doctors told Melissa and Shawn Gerleman that their daughter was going to die. 
Melissa cried. She and Shawn began to pray; to Jesus and to a priest from Kansas who 
had been dead for 55 years. Doctors say what happened next is the most mysterious 
medical recovery they have ever seen. 

Avery’s two primary physicians are scientists, with intellectual allegiances rooted 
firmly in facts and skeptical reasoning. And they are Protestants, with none of the 
Gerleman family’s training in the Catholic traditions of sainthood, guardian angels 
and miracles. Avery’s parents say Jesus allowed a dead priest, Father Emil Kapaun to 
hear their prayers, and tipped the scales in heaven.

Avery was playing soccer in a tournament in a nearby town, when she spit up the 
blood. Mum Melissa took her to a hospital there; she told Shawn on the phone that the 
doctors thought she had pneumonia. By that time, Avery was spitting up a lot more 
blood. Melissa took her home to Wichita, and by then Avery was falling asleep or 
fainting from blood loss. Shawn took her to Wesley Medical Center; Avery passed out 
on the examining table. 

For four days at Wesley, doctors thought Avery was merely dehydrated. But then 
a respiratory therapist, checking her over, became animated, calling in doctors and 
insisting that something was disastrously wrong with her lungs. Doctors realized the 
respiratory therapist was right. Shawn at first was irritated: “Who the hell is this respi-
ratory therapist who’s turning our world upside down?” Within minutes, he knew she 
probably saved Avery’s life. 

Doctors began to work at a frantic pace, scanning Avery’s lungs and other organs. 

Doctors flabbergasted, 
teen rejoices, 

Vatican stunned

WORDS BY ROY WENZL/MCT
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What they saw made them work even 
faster. They put her on a breathing mask. 
They said it wasn’t giving her enough 
oxygen, so they put her on a ventilator. 
They saw blood in her urine and knew 
that her kidneys were also failing. They 
told Avery and her parents that they were 
ordering emergency procedures while 
having no clear idea of what was wrong 
with her. 

In her hospital bed, no longer able 
to talk because of the breathing tube, 
Avery wrote a note to her father: “What 
procedures?” Shawn lied to her to keep 
her calm. “They are procedures to make 
you feel better,” he said. After doctors 
ordered more procedures, Avery wrote 
down another question: “Am I going to 
die?” They told her no. 

By her bedside, as doctors put her into 
a drug-induced coma, her parents began 
to pray.

In those first frantic days, and in the 
long days to come, Avery’s two main 
doctors were Michelle Stuart Hilgen-
feld, a young pediatric nephrologist in 

the first years of her career, and Lindall 
Smith, a pediatric intensivist who had 
worked in children’s intensive care at 
Wesley for more than 11 years. Hilgen-
feld concentrated on the kidneys while 
Smith concentrated on all the other 
organs. All were failing. Shawn walked 
past a conference table and saw doctors 
paging through big, fat manuals, trying 
to match Avery’s symptoms with any 
illness they could find. Smith later said 
that at times in those first few days there 
were as many as 20 doctors and other 
staff around that table, paging frantically 
through those manuals for clues. Shawn 
saw that they didn’t know what was kill-
ing his daughter. 

The family prepared for a siege. Medi-
cal staff wheeled in two recliners along-
side Avery’s bed, one for Shawn, another 
for Melissa. They had so many machines 
hooked up to Avery that all the gear took 
up two bed spots. They did not tell the 
Gerlemans this, but Smith and Hilgen-
feld felt sick at heart. Hilgenfeld, who 
recently had given birth to her fourth 

child, had to summon the strength to 
talk to the Gerlemans every day. Smith 
had three boys, two of whom were 
Avery’s age. Like Hilgenfeld, he wore a 
mask of professional detachment when 
he talked to parents. But though he had 
saved hundreds of children at Wesley, 
he sometimes lost children, too, and he 
sometimes cried after they died. 

 Smith said Avery’s blood vessels 
were disintegrating everywhere; all 
her organs were failing. “There’s 

not a lot more we can do for her,” he told 
the Gerlemans. Melissa saw that Smith 
was pronouncing a death sentence. She 
glanced over at Shawn, who looked still 
and calm. “She will live,” Shawn said. 
Avery had been a pretty girl, but she lay 
now unconscious and bloated. To force 
oxygen into what was left of her lungs, 
Smith was pumping so much air into her 
that her body and face puffed out. Shawn 
was keeping a diary by then, and at 
Avery’s bedside at night he wrote down 
names of doctors and nurses and medi-

Avery Gerleman, 17, pictured June 
24, 2011, at Wichita, Kansas home, 
is ready to start her senior year in 
high school, showing no signs of 
her 87-day battle with death. /Bo 
Rader/Wichita Eagle/MCT
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cines and machines. He also began to 
flip through a Catholic catechism book, 
which contained a series of numbered 
paragraphs on church teachings about 
intercessory prayers. 

Like many Catholics, Shawn and 
Melissa believe in praying to saints as 
well as to God. Shawn began scribbling 
down paragraph numbers on the blank 
back page of a church bulletin he’d found 
at the chapel of his church, St. Patrick’s. 
The bulletin had been published by the 
Father Kapaun Guild, an organization 
dedicated to promoting Kapaun’s can-
didacy for sainthood. Shawn knew who 
Kapaun was: a Kansas farm kid turned 
U.S. Army chaplain and Korean War 
hero who had died while saving the lives 
of hundreds of prisoners of war. Kapaun 
was still being investigated by the U.S. 
military and the Vatican – the military 
to determine whether to award Kapaun 

the Medal of Honor, the Vatican to 
determine whether to make him a saint. 
He was one of Shawn’s heroes. 

Shawn began scribbling down prayers 
to Kapaun. “Fr. Kapaun,” Shawn wrote 
on Oct. 28. “Take all the prayers said for 
Avery this week & lay them at the feet of 
the Lord. Intercede & obtain a miracle 
for Avery, full & immediate recovery 
for the Greater Glory of God.” Within 
days, hundreds of people in Wichita 
were praying along with Melissa and 
Shawn. E-mails the Gerlemans received 
showed that people all over Wichita 
and the United States began disregard-
ing differences of belief, and prayed 
Catholic prayers for Avery. “All we did 
in those early days was put out one fire 
after another,” Hilgenfeld said. They kept 
Avery breathing with a breathing tube; 
Hilgenfeld kept her blood from going 
toxic, in the absence of functioning kid-
neys, by putting her on dialysis. Melissa 
quickly developed a respect for Smith 
and Hilgenfeld. 

Smith, the older doctor, had a notice-

ably soft-spoken manner, and Melissa 
felt the anxiety level drop several degrees 
every time Smith started talking; she 
sensed from him not only compassion 
but determination and skill. She felt the 
same about Hilgenfeld, the younger phy-
sician, who was more blunt than Smith 
about how things were going. But even 
the bluntness gave Melissa a sense of 
confidence: she knew Hilgenfeld wasn’t 
sugar-coating anything. Both doctors 
kept bringing bad news. 

Not long after Avery was sent to the 
pediatric intensive care unit at Wesley, 
Smith said he wanted to perform emer-
gency surgery. The tissue sac around 
Avery’s heart had filled with fluid, swell-
ing so much that it was putting pressure 
on Avery’s heart. They needed not only 
to drain the sac but put a tube in there to 
drain fluid into her stomach. But Avery 
was now so fragile that Smith knew 

she would never survive a move to the 
operating room. He asked a surgeon to 
cut open her chest right in her room. The 
surgeon came to the room. He studied 
the girl and looked appalled. 

“I don’t know why are we even consid-
ering this,” the surgeon said. “She’s not 
going to make it, no matter what we do.” 
Melissa had followed the surgeon into 
the room as he came in; she heard what 
he said about her daughter. She was dis-
traught. Hilgenfeld was irritated, and she 
saw that Smith was irritated, too, though 
he disguised it with his usual gentleness. 
Smith insisted the surgeon reconsider, 
implored him to look at the facts with a 
more open mind. 

When the surgeon insisted, in front 
of her parents, that Avery was going to 
die, Smith dug in, too, almost begging, 
with such passion that Hilgenfeld felt 
deeply moved. At last Smith pulled him 
aside, showed him X-rays. And pleaded 
with him some more. It was a lot to ask. 
If Avery died when the surgeon cut open 
her chest, it would horrify the surgeon 

and everyone else. The surgeon relented; 
he did the procedure. “Fr. Kapaun, take 
the petition to the Lord,” Shawn wrote 
in the diary. “Lord, forgive me for being 
selfish. I want a miracle healing. “Heal 
her, Lord.” 

“Avery,” Shawn wrote to his daughter 
at her bedside, “I remember when you 
were two, we were at Scott City State 
Lake camping. There were foothills. You 
took the lead & said ‘come on, guys, we 
can make it.”

Shawn slept only about two hours 
a night. Melissa took the day shift at 
Avery’s bedside; he took nights and 
worked during the day at his job at 
American Family Insurance. Melissa, a 
special-education teacher, was allowed 
to take time off from her job; she 
overlapped at the bedside with Shawn 
enough to tell him how the day had gone, 
to pray to Kapaun with him and to draw 

strength. She told friends and family 
that had it not been for Shawn she might 
not have survived. “My rock.” She saw 
him stare down bad news every day with 
courtesy and confidence, and he saw her 
do the same. Shawn told Avery stories 
that she could not hear in her coma. 
Shawn told her how her mother was. 

“I held your hand,” he wrote in the 
diary. He told her how her sister Haley, 
a high school freshman, was doing. He 
told her that Haley loved her and Mom 
loved her and he loved her. 

“11-4-06, 4:20 a.m.” Shawn wrote one 
night. “I ask Fr. Kapaun. I recognize 
his compassion for sick and injured & I 
ask him to present my petitions to Lord 
perfect healing of lungs & kidneys. I 
add – make this disease go away. Heal 
her, Lord.” Smith and Hilgenfeld were 
struck by how calm the Gerlemans 
looked. Many parents, faced with the 
impending deaths of their children, will 
yell at doctors and nurses, curse them in 
despair. But every time Hilgenfeld talked 
to them, Avery’s parents were cordial. 

The tissue sac around Avery’s heart had filled with fluid, swelling so much 
that it was putting pressure on Avery’s heart. They needed not only to 
drain the sac but put a tube in there to drain fluid into her stomach
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They asked perceptive questions. They 
were not as calm as they appeared. At 
night, when doctors or nurses arrived in 
Avery’s room, Shawn would wait until 
they left, then pull a blanket over his 
head and sob under the fabric.

Hilgenfeld found what she believed to 
be the name of Avery’s disease: pul-
monary renal syndrome. It is an auto-
immune disorder in which the body’s 
defense system goes haywire, and anti-
bodies that defend against germs, viruses 
and toxins suddenly turn on the body 
in what Hilgenfeld called a deranged 
metabolic state. Avery’s antibodies were 

attacking membranes and blood vessels 
everywhere, including in the lungs and 
kidneys. She was self-destructing. 

Hilgenfeld ordered what to the Ger-
lemans sounded like a desperate proce-
dure: therapeutic plasma exchange. A 
machine takes blood from the patient 
and spins it down in a centrifuge, sepa-
rating the solid blood cells and platelets 
from the plasma. The plasma is then 
discarded, along with any of the haywire 
antibodies, and the blood is put back 
in the patient, along with new plasma 
or replacement fluid. The treatment 
took two to four hours; over the course 
of Avery’s 87 days in the hospital, she 
received 10 such treatments, along with 
kidney dialysis 24 hours a day. Shawn 
walked in her room one day and counted 
32 machines hooked up to Avery. She had 
tubes in her chest, her sides, her groin. 
She had the tube in her throat, and IVs in 
both hands, both arms and one foot. 

Shawn and Melissa did what they 
could to clean their daughter and try, as 
he said later, to “let her keep her dignity.” 
They cleaned phlegm from her face, her 
neck, her chest. They picked and brushed 
dead skin from her hands and face. Their 
home in northwest Wichita was virtu-
ally empty, neglected. Melissa felt like 

they had abandoned Avery’s older sister, 
Haley, a freshman at Bishop Carroll 
High School. But Haley was outwardly 
as confident and upbeat as her parents: 
Haley told Melissa she would take care of 
herself, that Avery would survive, that no 
one should give up.

Avery’s 13th birthday on Oct. 31, about 
two weeks into the hospital siege, passed 
in a blur of the usual crises: she had a high 
fever; her heart rate was too high; she had 
staph and a yeast infection; Hilgenfeld 
was doing another plasma procedure. 
Alarm bells on the machines hooked into 
Avery’s body went off again and again. 

Avery’s organs continued to disin-
tegrate. There were many reasons that 
Avery would almost surely die. Hil-
genfeld would later conclude that the 
plasma-cleansing treatment she had 
ordered for Avery probably stopped the 
disease from eating through more of 
Avery’s kidney and lung membranes, 
but by then the damage had been cata-
strophic, and Hilgenfeld and Smith both 
thought death would be only a matter 
of time. If Avery did not die, she would 
need constant dialysis, eventually a 
kidney transplant. Kidneys, if they shut 
down a day or two, sometimes don’t start 
working again, and Avery’s kidneys had 
been shut down for weeks. Hilgenfeld 
thought Avery would probably die, or 
live in a vegetative state, her brain gone. 

Smith had saved many children, but 
had said goodbye to a few who were 
ruined like that. He knew that a fully 
crippled child enslaved a family into 
permanent medical expense, round-the-
clock care, and a form of limbo. Smith 
had seen some children live inside the 
ruins of damaged bodies. He had long 
ago concluded that some things are 
worse than death. The doctors did not 
confide all this to the parents, but both 
doctors told them enough for them to 

know the cause was nearly hopeless, and 
that Avery was slipping ever downward, 
her tough little soccer-athlete body fight-
ing a last-stand fight. “We will do what 
we can for her, but this is mostly between 
God and Avery,” Hilgenfeld had told the 
parents early on. She still felt that way. 

Sometimes things happened that 
shocked the doctors. Two weeks after 
he put Avery on a breathing tube, Smith 
reduced the amount of sedative that was 
keeping her in coma and pulled out the 
tube. To his amazement, she breathed 
on her own, opened her eyes, recognized 
her parents and tried to mouth words to 

them. Smith felt tears in his eyes; he had 
thought she’d be nearly brain-dead by 
now, so this seemed miraculous. Had he 
known it wasn’t the last such surprise, he 
might have felt more hope, but he didn’t. 
So many other things kept going wrong. 

Shawn sobbed under his bedside 
blanket in Avery’s room again on the 
night of Nov. 8. Sometimes when the 
staff changed Avery’s bedding, Melissa 
and Shawn would lift her up so the 
nurses could change the sheets; they 
lifted her easily. Eventually she lost so 
much weight that Shawn could hold her 
in the air without bracing his elbows on 
his torso, as though she were no more 
than a cornstalk. She had entered the 
hospital weighing 45kg. At her weakest, 
she weighed 30kg, about as much as an 
eight year old. The parents massaged and 
moved her legs, which were growing stiff 
from lack of use. They fluffed her pillows, 
arranged her feet and legs so she would 
be more comfortable. 

At 1:45 on the morning of Nov. 9, 
Shawn, feeling desperate, prayed a prayer 
over Avery and left the hospital. He 
drove north from Wesley to St. Patrick’s 
on North Arkansas; he went into the 
small adoration prayer chapel near the 
church. The chapel was open all hours, 

They still thought the 12-year-old girl was going to die. But about 
a week or two after pediatric intensivist Lindall Smith pulled 
out the ventilator tube, pediatric nephrologist Michelle Stuart 
Hilgenfeld discovered that Avery’s kidneys were functioning
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with a tiny altar and a communion wafer 
exposed. Shawn knelt and prayed. Then 
he laid face down on the floor before 
the altar, resting his head on his hands. 
He did not so much pray as beg. “Heal 
my daughter,” he said. “Free her of this 
disease. Hear me O Lord, may I have a 
fraction of the faith, may it be enough to 
heal my daughter.” 

 As Avery Gerleman’s condition 
continued to deteriorate, and the 
auto-immune disorder continued 

to ravage her internal organs, her doctors 
began seeing more surprises.

They still thought the 12-year-old girl 
was going to die. But about a week or two 
after pediatric intensivist Lindall Smith 
pulled out the ventilator tube, pediatric 
nephrologist Michelle Stuart Hilgenfeld 
discovered that Avery’s kidneys were 
functioning. 

This baffled Hilgenfeld. With the 
damage she had seen to the kidneys in 
her early biopsies, this should not be 
happening. Hilgenfeld had been sure 
that if Avery by some miracle survived, 
she’d need constant dialysis or a kidney 
transplant. 

When kidneys shut down, even for a 
day or two, they often don’t start func-

tioning again. Even if they do, they might 
regain only 30 percent of their function. 
But five weeks after Avery’s kidneys shut 
down, they came back on line.

There is no case like this anywhere 
in the medical literature, Hilgenfeld 
thought.

Hilgenfeld and Smith had done all they 
could, and they could do a lot. Hilgenfeld 
had seen Smith repeatedly save Avery with 
science and persuasion. She knew neither 
of them were miracle workers. She is a 
Mennonite, a denomination which has 
none of the Catholic traditions of miracles. 

But she knew, because she had seen 
some unexplainable things before, 
that there are times in crises where 
patients recover in a way that surpasses 
not only medical science but human 
understanding.

The doctors said Shawn and Melissa 
Gerleman, Avery’s parents, stood up to 
Avery’s 87 days of near-death in the hos-
pital in heroic fashion. Grace under pres-
sure.  Shawn said that wasn’t true, that 
he’s a sinner like everybody else. There 
were times, he said, when he snapped at 
the nurses.

“I notice that some nurses are immune 
to (alarm) bells,” he wrote one night in 
his diary.

There was one moment, he said, on Nov. 
18, when the respiratory therapists were 
having trouble getting the oxygen line to 
his daughter to work properly. Avery was 
quickly starving for oxygen, and Shawn 
himself figured out what was wrong — he 
walked over to the wall where the oxygen 
line was hooked up, and saw that they’d 
forgotten to plug it in.

“You didn’t turn it on!” he said with 
some heat. “That’s respiratory therapy 
101!”

But mistakes like that were rare. 
Shawn and Melissa thought that with few 
exceptions, Avery was getting the best 
medical care on the planet. They stayed 
cordial with the nurses most of the 
time. And kept praying to Father Emil 
Kapaun, the former Kansas priest who 
died in 1951 and is being considered for 
sainthood. Others prayed for them, too.

On Nov. 1, All Saints Day in the Catho-
lic Church calendar, Father Eric Weldon 
— a priest at St. Patrick’s, the Gerlemans’ 
church — asked everyone in the parish 
to pray for Avery’s life and recovery.

Shortly after, when she saw birthday 
balloons beside her bed and realized she 
had missed her birthday, Avery became 
upset, and they consoled her. Then later, 
she woke up again with no memory of 

Melissa Gerleman, right, looks over 
at her daughter Avery, June 24, 
2011, remembering back to the 
early days of her illness. Avery’s 
87 day battle with death and 
her recovery is now the being 
considered a miracle attributed 
to Fr. Emil Kapaun. / Bo Rader/
Wichita Eagle/MCT
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these things, and saw the balloons, and 
they consoled her again.

Meanwhile, though, there were few 
encouraging signs: her body continued 
to leak blood and water where the tubes 
stuck out of her; she got smaller and 
lighter, and the alarm bells and buzz-
ers on her room full of machines kept 
sounding, each alarm perhaps foretelling 
Avery’s imminent death.

But while this was going on, encourag-
ing things kept happening, which baffled 
the doctors.

Hilgenfeld finally said something 
dramatic to the Gerlemans, on Thanks-
giving Day, Nov. 23, after she got over 
the shock of seeing the girl’s kidneys 
performing well. 

“If someone does not know God, intro-
duce them to Avery Gerleman.”

Slowly but surely, as November drifted 
toward December, medical victories 
became more frequent. Doctors pulled 
tubes out of Avery’s thin body one by 
one. They began to reduce the medica-
tions. Avery began to eat bits of soup and 
other foods.

  On Nov. 25, 2006, Avery, a huge 
University of Kansas basketball 
fan, watched part of the Jay-

hawks’ game against the Florida Gators, 
though she fell asleep halfway through. 
The next day, as it dawned on her how 
her parents had sat by her side day and 
night, she told her dad how much she 
liked how he and her mum took care of 
her. Avery told them how grateful she 
was. 

On Dec. 4, as the hospital staff put 

Avery through physical therapy that 
caused her almost torturous pain, she 
stood up, a sight that no doctor had 
dared hope for. By that time, because of 
the e-mails the Gerlemans were getting, 
they knew that people and prayer chains 
all over the world were praying for her; 
in Italy, in England, Australasia and 
other places far and wide. 

People in many churches in Wichita 
were praying to Kapaun and Jesus and 
many of the saints. Avery’s Wichita 
Attack soccer team, including the Protes-
tant players, were saying rosaries for her 
with their Catholic teammates.

Other parents in Wesley Medical Cen-
ter’s pediatric intensive care unit, strug-
gling to help keep their own children 
alive, were praying for Avery. Every day 
now she became more awake and aware, 

Melissa, left, and Shawn Gerleman, 
right, poses for portrait with their 
daughter Avery, June 24, 2011, in 
Wichita, Kansas. Avery’s 87 day 
battle with death and her recovery is 
now the being considered a miracle 
attributed to Fr. Emil Kapaun. /Bo 
Rader/Wichita Eagle/MCT
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could poke holes in the stories. But as he 
told Hotze later, he was surprised at what 
he found.

Chase had smashed his skull on the 
ground when he missed the vaulting 
mat in practice. His neurosurgeon told 
Ambrosi Chase’s survival was a miracle. 
Chase’s parents and family had prayed 
hundreds of prayers to Kapaun in the 
weeks that Chase hovered near death.

In their meeting with Ambrosi, Shawn 
and Melissa did nothing to gild or 
embellish the story of how their daughter 
survived. Shawn had struggled with the 
decision about whether to even talk to 
the Vatican representative. He knew that 
Jesus and Kapaun had stressed, by word 
and action, that humility and humbleness 
were virtues to be cultivated every day.

He believed the same. He did not think 
that he or his family should be thought 
of as special, or better than anyone else. 
He did not want his teenage daughter 
to become distracted, or to become less 
humble, by being put on some sort of 
miracle pedestal created either by the 
media or the Vatican. 

He and Melissa also felt compas-

sion and empathy for the other parents 
they had met in the hospital’s intensive 
care unit who fought – and sometimes 
lost – grievous battles to save their own 
children.

Shawn and Melissa also believed that 
because of God’s grace, Kapaun and 
many other good people already were 
saints in heaven, whether the Gerlemans 
talked to the Vatican or not. They and 
Avery were sure about several things, 
though: That God is good, that God and 
the saints listen to prayer, but that God’s 
true purposes in matters of life and death 
are mysteries beyond our reckoning.

Shawn and Melissa told the story 
matter-of-factly to Ambrosi. They did 
not say Avery’s recovery had happened 
“immediately,” or even quickly, even 
when prompted by Ambrosi’s questions. 

They did this despite knowing that 
saying so would boost Kapaun’s chances. 
Under the church’s rules about saint-
hood, miracles work into the formula 
about whether someone should be 
canonized.

They said Avery had great care from 
Hilgenfeld, Smith and many other 
medical specialists. Those two doctors, 
though, took a different tack.

They told Ambrosi that they were 
stunned by Avery’s survival, by her lack 
of tissue damage, by her apparently 
complete recovery. They told Ambrosi, 
through his Italian interpreter, that there 
was no scientific explanation for what 
happened. 

They were so passionate about this that 
at one point, Hotze saw that both Hil-
genfeld and Smith had tears in their eyes 
as they talked to Ambrosi. Later, when 
Hotze drove Ambrosi to Wichita Mid-
Continent Airport, Ambrosi told him, 
through his interpreter, that both the 
Kear and Gerleman cases were unusually 
good, especially the Gerleman case.

He told him that in all his years of 
poking holes in miracle stories for the 

Vatican, he had never heard a story as 
persuasive as what the Gerlemans’ doc-
tors told. 

The case for Kapaun was looking hope-
ful indeed, Ambrosi said. And he said 
that it was a good thing that Hotze had 
found two such good Catholic doctors to 
tell this story to the Vatican.

“But Dr. Ambrosi,” Hotze said, “they 
are not Catholic.”

Ambrosi, startled, gave Hotze a long 
look. Then he spoke again, and the inter-
preter relayed his words:

“You’re kidding me!”
“No, I’m not,” Hotze said. “They are 

Protestants.”
Ambrosi looked surprised, and baffled, 

and intrigued.
Even the Protestants thought it was a 

miracle.

and Smith and Hilgenfeld and other doc-
tors kept finding surprises. 

Later, after they scanned her lungs and 
kidneys, they saw what seemed impos-
sible: no scarring, not much tissue dam-
age. It was like peering into a building 
after it burned and seeing no burn marks 
on the walls. It did not make sense. 

Her lungs had been so destroyed that 
Smith had told the parents that Avery, if 
she survived, would have to be on oxygen 
for the rest of her life. But six months 
after Avery walked out of Wesley, she was 
playing competitive soccer again.

Was it a miracle?
“I don’t know, but I think so,” Avery 

said. “I think it was, but I struggle with 
what I think about. 

“It seems weird: Why would God 
choose me?”

Her parents told her that perhaps her 
story was meant to show skeptics about 
God’s glory. 

But after thinking about her survival 
for a long time, Avery, now 17, told her 
parents this year, with one year to go 
in high school, that she wanted to turn 
the meaning of her survival into some-

thing more tangible. She said she would 
become a doctor or a nurse, and spend 
the rest of her life helping the sick.

Three years after Avery’s recovery, in 
2009, Vatican representative Andrea 
Ambrosi came to Wichita to investigate 
what the church calls “alleged miracles.” 
Ambrosi came to interview the Ger-
lemans and the family of Chase Kear, a 
college track athlete who had inexplica-
bly survived a pole-vaulting accident in 
October 2008.

The church’s effort to sort out Kapaun’s 
candidacy for sainthood, dormant for 
decades, had heated up after Father John 
Hotze, of Kapaun’s old Wichita diocese, 
had reported these two cases.

Ambrosi, a lawyer by training, had 
not come to validate the cases, but to 
play devil’s advocate and see whether he 

Ambrosi, a lawyer by training, had not come to validate the cases, but 
to play devil’s advocate and see whether he could poke holes in the 
stories. But as he told Hotze later, he was surprised at what he found
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Life & Times 
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WORDS BY FELICITY LOUGHREY

 N
anette Louchart-Fletcher, 
a Canberra mum of two 
girls, began reading and 
commenting on blogs 
while breastfeeding. “I 
couldn’t do type shift so 

what I would do is go up to the keyboard 
with her,” she mimes holding a baby 
bundle and awkwardly leaning over her 
computer,  “and do the shift key. That 
was how I started.” 

Inspired by what she was reading, 
Louchart-Fletcher began her own blog 
called Rummage just over two years ago. 
As the title suggests, Louchart-Fletcher 
loves a good rummage through op shops 
and life. “I just found it a fabulous way of 
being creative every day,” she says of her 
blog. Her content is typical of the cool, 
crafty mum blogger. There are pictures 
of her daughters in handmade West 
African batik dresses and snapshots of 
corners of her home and garden that are 
as stylish as anything in a magazine. 

But it’s not all domestic bliss; 
Louchart-Fletcher wrote posts about the 
post-natal depression she experienced 
following the arrival of her daughters. 
Something she had never discussed with 
friends. “I never wanted to articulate it 
with friends because it would become 
more real. I didn’t want people to be 
worried or for it to become a big thing, 
so I never talked about it. It’s not a big 
part of the blog but that was quite a heal-
ing thing for me to do. I wasn’t afraid of 
it anymore. I realized it wasn’t the bogey 
that I had originally thought it was. 
People responded to the blog and it’s 
been really positive.”

The mum blog is one of the most awe-
some, inspiring, creative, supportive, 
friendly and addictive pockets of the 
Internet. There are entire subcultures 
of mum blogs – green mums, knitting 
mums, foodie mums, activist mums, 
decorating mums and not to be forgot-
ten a small army of dad bloggers too. 

ComScore, a company that tracks 
web traffic, claims that 

sites aimed primar-
ily at women, like 

mum blogs, 
grew 35 percent 
last year – faster 
than every other 
category on the 
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Internet except politics. Women’s sites 
had 84 million visitors in the month of 
July 2008, up more than 27 percent a year 
earlier.

Mia Freedman was once editor-in-
chief of a raft of women’s magazines and 
had a brief stint at Australia’s Channel 
Nine. She launched her blog MamaMia 
in mid-2007, “as a way to have an even 
more direct and immediate outlet to be 
creative.” When she began the blog, she 
says, “I thought it would be more person-
ally anecdotal but I’ve found it’s taken on 
a pop cultural commentary feel focus-
ing on body image, motherhood and 
the whole concept of celebrity.” She now 
clocks 50,000 visitors a week, Google ads 
run down the side of the screen and she 
has plans for sponsorship and advertis-
ing banners. 

 Mum blogs mean business. Con-
fessions of a Pioneer Woman 
(written by a mother-of-four on 

a cattle ranch in Oklahoma) and Dooce 
(penned by a manic mum-of-one in Salt 
Lake City) are deal-making machines. 
Both have big-name advertisers like W 
Hotels and US retailers JCPenney, Crate 
and Barrel, Best Buy and Walgreens. 
On both blogs the ad sales are managed 
by Federated Media and a key part of 
the sales pitch is that women make 90 
percent of household purchases.

 Dooce’s Heather Armstrong counts 
850,000 readers and is nonchalant if a 
sponsor drops out when she rants a little 
too rudely. She told the New York Times, 
“Advertisers are beginning to understand 
that people come to my Web site because 

I do that – the reason I have eyeballs is 
because of my irreverence.”  

Mum blogs serve as a launching off 
point for all kinds of creative and com-
mercial pursuits.  Pioneer Woman, Ree 
Drummond, has two book deals. There’s 
a cowboy-pleasing cookbook. (Her reci-
pes are awesome, I’ve just wasted way too 
much time checking out Penne a la Betsy, 
that 334 other readers have commented 
on).  And there’s a memoir about her 
transformation from city girl to ranch 
wife, or as she puts it, “black heels to 
tractor wheels”. 

And from her Rummage blog, 
Louchart-Fletcher was invited to contrib-
ute two sewing patterns – one for a skirt, 
the other for an Australian-inspired obi 
belt – for Pip Lincolne of Melbourne’s 
Meet Me At Mikes contemporary craft 
book to be published by Hardie Grant in 
April 2009. “That was exciting and that’s 
come from the blog,” says Louchart-
Fletcher. And then there’s her shop full 
of vintage finds – Am Stram Gram – fol-
low the links from her blog.

Meanwhile home-schooling mama-of-
four Amanda Blake Soule of SouleMama 
is mum blog brilliance. She’s evasive when 
asked how many readers she has, “I don’t 
pay much attention to my stats, hon-
estly.” She just released her first book, The 
Creative Family (Trumpeter, 2008) and 
there’s another, The Handmade Home, on 
the way. She has her own line of calen-
dars, she has photography exhibitions and 
you can download knitting and sewing 
patterns, of her own design, free from her 
site. “It doesn’t support my family but it 
does contribute in a small way, yes.” 

Try this at home  

To cry u http://snickollet.blogspot.com 
A mother of toddler twins in Boston, USA, whose husband died of cancer when the 
babies were a few months old. Our heroine has just started on the dating scene. 
To style u http://bkids.typepad.com 
A Dutch mum who lives in Kuala Lumpur pulls together chic kid-friendly design 
looks on Bloesem Kids.
To snoop u www.goop.com
Not strictly a blog, but a weekly email from Chris Martin’s wife, Gwyneth Paltrow. 
The emails cover the mum-blog bases – fashion, food and spirituality. Are you there 
God, it’s me Gwyneth? 
To be truthful u http://milfalert.wordpress.com
An anonymous Manhattan mom blogs with honesty about her pregnancy and sex life.
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DIY Blog 

Start up u The best thing about blogs? They’re (mostly) free. Poke around 
wordpress.com, typepad.com, blogger.com or tumblr.com. You might want to set 
up an email account for blog use only. Don’t use your work email address, duh!
Honest to blog u Write what feels right for you. “Don’t start out with the inten-
tion to be a famous blogger,” says Jim Griffioen of Sweet-Juniper. “That can only 
happen organically and some of the most enjoyable times writing a blog are those 
first few months where you’re making new connections with complete creative 
freedom unhindered by the expectations of an audience.” 
 Keep it to yourself u “The audience might come so only share the sort of 
information you would be comfortable with thousands of people (including your 
family, co-workers and high-school enemies) reading,” says Griffioen. “When 
deciding whether you want to share your real name, your kids names or photos of 
them, remember that you can always change your mind later but once you’ve let it 
out it’s hard to get it back in the bag.” 
Talk back u “Comments are easy,” says Jade Ghenzer of My Art Is My Outlet. 
“Respond to comments thanking them in a reply email and letting them know you 
appreciate their visit. It is also good blog etiquette to visit their blogs and com-
ment on their most recent posts, even if it’s just to say hello.” 
Everyone’s a critic / critical moments  u “I used to be defensive about the 
odd negative comment,” says Mia Freedman of Mama Mia, “but now I’ve learnt to 
just stand back and let the other commentators stomp all over the negativity. It 
always happens so I never have to delete comments.”
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In America’s most dangerous city, 
Detroit, stay-at-home-dad Jim Grif-
fioen spends a couple of hours every 
day on his blog Sweet-Juniper, “which 
isn’t bad if you consider it’s paying the 
mortgage.” (In a follow-up email, he 
adds, “keep in mind, our mortgage is 
a Detroit mortgage.”) Griffioen scores 
200,000 to 300,000 views per month.  
Like other parent bloggers he has an etsy 
link to sell his photography and his site 
has advertising on a side bar. Right now 
a handcrafted cards seller called Happy 
Girl Greetings has bought 4000 ad views 
through Federated Media. 

So what is it about blogs that make 
them so appealing – to the readers and 
the creators? New Zealander Melissa 
Wastney says, “It’s a portal into another 
world.” Planet Wastney is a beautiful 
place. She lives two-hour’s drive from 
Oslo, Norway with her kiwi husband 

who teaches English and their two 
children. She blogs about trips to flea 
markets, baking apple turnovers and she 
showcases the bags and booties she sews 
and uploads them to her etsy store every 
Wednesday.  From her blog she has loyal 
customers and the venture provides extra 
money for her family. 

Of course, part of the appeal of mom 
blogs, is that you can dip into them, to 
read or post, anytime. Mother-of-one 
Jade Ghenzer started her blog My Art 
Is My Outlet when her daughter began 

to take long afternoon naps.  Previously 
she’d used up her household’s broadband 
in just weeks reading all the other mum 
blogs out there. On My Art Is My Outlet, 
Ghenzer documents the quilts and 
dresses she has made for her daughter as 
well as crocheted scarves. “I’m planning 
to pick up some knitting some time, too.” 
For Ghenzer, the mom blog is an ideal 
way to find like-minded people, across 
time zones and oceans and sometimes 
even in your own backyard. She attends 
monthly blog-meets in Sydney, “which 

Stay-at-home-dad Jim Griffioen spends 
a couple of hours every day on his blog 
Sweet-Juniper, “which isn’t bad if you 
consider it’s paying the mortgage”
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Find the blogs and websites mentioned in this story

Am Stram Gram u http://amstramgram.bigcartel.com/
Bloglines u http://www.bloglines.com/
Dooce u http://www.dooce.com/
Etsy u http://etsy.com
MamaMia u http://www.mamamia.com.au/
MeetMeAtMikes u http://meetmeatmikes.blogspot.com/
MyArtIsMyOutlet u http://myartismyoutlet.blogspot.com/
Rummage u http://rummage.typepad.com/
SouleMama u http://soulemama.typepad.com/
SpecialK u http://www.kimberleyrothwell.blogspot.com/
Sweet Juniper u http://www.sweet-juniper.com/
The Pioneer Woman u http://thepioneerwoman.com/

are more like crafty mothers groups.”
And there are all the ideas that are 

shared online – about parenting, about 
life, about real estate. On Sweet-Juniper, 
Griffioen rails against urban decay and 
city politics in Detroit but returns to his 
children. He runs a tagline at the bottom 
of the site: Parent Differently. “The idea 
is that we encourage ourselves to avoid 
all the conventional pressures around 
parenting with a more natural, do-it-
yourself style, avoiding the whole Baby 
Industrial Complex.” 

 But can you over-share about your 
family life? Wellington blogger 
Kimberley Rothwell of SpecialK 

says “I wrote about a really bad day I had 
when Harper was eight-weeks old, and 
thought it was cathartic to do that, and 
the feedback I had was really encourag-
ing and helpful. I don’t know if it was 
such a good idea in hindsight.” The post 
in question begins, “Two days ago I hit 
the wall. The big black parenting wall. 
Sometime in the murky hours of the 
morning it all just rolled into a great big 
ball of ‘can’t do it’.”  She adds, “While 
I don’t want to be all ‘motherhood is 
totally rosy’ all the time, it was a little too 
personal.”

“Motherhood can be a very uncertain 
time,” says Rothwell, “you wonder if you 
are doing everything right, if your baby 
is doing all the right stuff and have so 
many questions. So reading and being in 
touch with other mothers can be reas-
suring. At the same time it can be a little 
intimidating because on a blog you show 
your best self and your best life. Some-
times you read blogs where someone’s 
life appears perfect and it can be dis-
concerting thinking, ‘am I the only one 
having a bad time here?’” 

On Blake Soule’s blog she has photos 
of her children collecting vegetables 
from their garden, rustling through 
autumn leaves and reading library books 
in sunny corners.  “Certainly while it’s 
still very personal, as my readership has 
grown, our lives have become a bit more 
‘public’,” she says. “I try to keep that in 
mind when deciding what to share about 
my life and especially about my children. 
I try to think about them reading it all 
in five, ten years and wanting them to be 
comfortable and happy with what I’ve 

written and shared about them.”
“Blogging has become such a daily 

rhythm after all these years,” she says. 
“I jot down notes sometimes during 
the day, and my camera is always with 
me. I write my posts in the evening – 
sometimes they take a few minutes, 
sometimes up to an hour. What takes a 
lot of time is all the extras now – trying 
to answer even some of the lovely email 
that comes, managing the sponsorship 
portion, media inquiries…” And as for 
reading other people’s blogs, Soule uses 
bloglines to keep up with a list of blogs 
on a weekly basis. “But daily, I only read 
a small handful of blogs – there’s so 
much great stuff out there but I try to 
be mindful of how much time I spend 
online.”  

It’s the blog community that nearly 

every enterprising mum and dad inter-
viewed raved about. “I have met and 
gotten to know so many amazing people 
on such a deep level – so much deeper 
than you get in those real-life playground 
interactions,” says Griffioen. Special K’s 
Rothwell says, “I actually told two of 
my bloggy pals I was pregnant before 
I told my parents – only because they 
are mums and in real life I didn’t know 
that many at the time.” Wastney says, 
“If I hadn’t had my blog, I would have 
missed out on a lot of friendships that 
I have now. I think it’s really helped me 
through the mothering of small chil-
dren.” And from under a wide-brimmed 
striped sunhat (seen on Rummage a few 
days earlier) Louchart-Fletcher muses on 
mum blogs, “There’s nothing else quite 
like it.”
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The 
MEANING 

of LIV
T

he demands of single motherhood may have kept Liv Tyler off movie screens for 
the last three years but she’s back and ready to work on projects both big and 
small. 

“I haven’t been focused on making films the past couple of years because I’ve 
been through a lot of personal stuff,” says Tyler, alluding to her 2008 split from 
husband Royston Langdon, the father of her six-year-old son, Milo. 

“My son and I moved to L.A. and then we moved back to New York and he just started 
kindergarten this year. I didn’t even read a script, honestly, for about six months because I 
didn’t want to be tempted to go away and work. I knew I couldn’t leave him,” she told a select 
group of journalists.

“So I’ve had to get used to being a parent of a kid in school. I wanted to create some stabil-
ity for him. I’m just now starting to really focus, and read a lot of scripts.”

One of the scripts that attracted Tyler’s attention was Super, an indie dramedy starring 
Rainn Wilson that reached theatres in April. Another project that lured Tyler out of semi-
retirement was The Ledge, a thriller that’s available now on Video On Demand.

The Ledge stars Tyler as a reformed drug addict named Shauna (Tyler) whose marriage to 
Joe (Patrick Wilson) is shattered when she begins an affair with neighbour Gavin (Charlie 
Hunnam.) 

HERSINTERVIEW

WORDS BY AMY LONGSDORF
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Am entry at this year’s Sundance Film 
Festival, The Ledge begins when Gavin 
decides to walk onto the ledge of a very 
tall building, with plans of ending his 
life. The rest of the movie is told in flash-
back, as a police officer (Terence How-
ard) attempts to lure Gavin back inside.

Tyler’s participation in The Ledge was 
something of a fluke. The film was origi-
nally scheduled to be made four years 
ago. The financing fell apart, the proj-
ect was shelved and when it came back 
together, Tyler was the last to know. 

“I happened to be friends with Charlie 
and [cinematographer Bobby Bukowski] 
and they went off to make the movie, 
and suddenly I felt very left out, like, ‘Oh, 
God, ‘The Ledge.’ Shauna. Wait.’ 

“Then, [director] Matthew [Chapman] 
kind of heard that I was asking about it 
again and wrote me this beautiful letter 
saying that I’d always been his vision for 
the character. He asked me if I would get 
on a plane and come to Baton Rouge and 
make a movie with them. I packed my 
bag and left four days later. I just kind of 
jumped off the ledge myself.” 

Even though the delay meant that 
the 34-year-old Tyler had to pull off 
the challenge of playing a college 

student, she was glad that it took an 
extra few years to bring the project to the 
screen.

“I was always very intrigued by 
Shauna, and had never played a part like 
that before,” says the actress. “There’s 
so many complexities. As a younger 
woman, I might not have understood 
them in the way [that I do now]. “

Over the course of the film, atheist 
Gavin and born-again Christian Joe 
engage in a philosophical battle of the 
wills. Tyler insists the movie isn’t anti- 
or pro-religion but, in fact, encourages 
viewers to be tolerant of others, regard-
less of their political and religious beliefs.

“The idea that resonated so much with 
me was that we’re all so quick to judge 
others, like, ‘Oh, look what he’s wear-
ing! Or look what he believes in! That’s 
weird!’ 

“I recognized in my character – and in 
myself – that we’re all just trying to cope, 
trying to find a way through good and 
bad situations I’m not as quick to judge 
people in the same kind of way. The 

movie opened my eyes, for sure.”
Another eye-opener for Tyler was 

shooting a movie on a shoe-string bud-
get. She might have started off in indie 
films like Heavy and Stealing Beauty 
but, for the last decade, she’s appeared 
primarily in big-budget productions like 
Armageddon, The Hulk and The Lord of 
the Rings trilogy.

“On The Ledge, we’d work and work 
and work, go home for the night, memo-
rize lines and then go back to work,” 
she says. “I liked to go to the bar on the 
corner and have a whiskey on the rocks 
and listen to the jukebox, which was 
great in this small-town in Baton Rouge. 
But we didn’t do much letting-our-hair-
down time.” 

The rushed shooting schedule left Tyler 
fuming one day. Without giving away 
too much of the plot, there’s a scene in 
which the actress must react to all that’s 
been going on between her husband and 
her lover. 

“I got angry at [Chapman],” admits 
Tyler. “I’d sat bound to a chair with a 
[gag] in my mouth for literally probably 
about six hours and didn’t get a close-up 
until they said, ‘Oh, sorry. We have to 
wrap now. This day is over.’ I had maybe 
a minute to do all that performance, 
imagining all these things that had hap-
pened. It was so rushed and so not fair 
in a way to me. I was really mad about 
that.” 

Making The Ledge was a far cry from 
shooting her last blockbuster, the Marvel 
Comics actioner The Hulk, which opened 
in 2008. 

“On The Hulk we could go into double 
time and triple time and shoot for 24 
hours straight if we wanted to,” she says. 
“We had all the money in the world, to 
some extent. 

“So, to make a movie like this where 
everyone is in it for the passion of the 
project was kind of thrilling in a way To 
see what you can get done in such a short 
amount of time was an unusual test.”

Tyler should be used to unusual tests 
by now. The daughter of Aerosmith lead 
singer Steven Tyler and former model/ 
Playboy centerfold Bebe Buell, the actress 
grew up thinking that rocker Todd 
Rundgren was her Dad.

At nine, she discovered the truth. 
Three years later, Tyler and Buell moved 

from Portland, Maine, where they’d 
been living, to New York so that Tyler 
could pursue a career in modelling and, 
eventually, acting.

Almost instantly, Tyler was a success, 
landing roles in films helmed by the likes 
of Bernardo Bertolucci (Stealing Beauty), 
Tom Hanks (That Thing You Do), James 
Mangold (Heavy) and Robert Altman 
(Cookie’s Fortune, Dr. T & The Women.) 

While she didn’t get to know her father 
when she was growing up, the pair have 
developed a close relationship through 
the years. 

Asked if she’s read her Dad’s 
recently-published, tell-all autobiogra-
phy, she says, “I started to read it. It’s 
a funny thing reading your parents 
autobiography. 

“My mom has a book, too, and it’s 
just one of those things where you really 
want to know more about your parents 
but as far as certain things go, maybe 
ignorance is bliss. It’s a complicated 
experience, reading a book like that 
about your parents.”

In recent years, Steven Tyler has gone 
through some tough times. After nearly 
two decades of sobriety, he returned to 
rehab in 2009 after becoming hooked 
on painkillers. Around the same time, 
he had a falling out with his Aerosmith 
bandmates 

But Tyler’s downward career spiral was 
reversed in a big way by a successful stint 
as a judge on American Idol. 

“I can’t say that it surprised me,” says 
Liv. “I mean, he surprises me all the 
time as a person. I find him magical 
and crazy. Honestly, the biggest feeling 
that I’ve had about that whole American 
Idol’thing is that I just feel so proud of 
him because, as a family, we’ve had a 
really rough couple of years.

“It was not easy. He pulled himself out 
of a really hard place and really worked 
hard at it. I know that it wasn’t easy for 
him. For Idol to kind of come along and 
present itself, and for him to be brave 
enough to take that experience and, at 
his age, to do something completely new 
and different is amazing.

“I just see him really happy right now, 
really filled with light. It’s so sweet to see 
the world kind of discover his personal-
ity for the first time because that’s the 
part that I know so well.”
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roses in bloom
Three rings with hand-carved roses in black onyx, pink seashell and apricot aventurine 
join the ring Upon ring collection. set in sterling silver, you can mix them with rings 
in gold, silver or two-tone.
sterling silver rings from rrP $75. rose rings rrP $117.

be inspired at pandora.net

http://www.pandora.net/
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Winter treats...
LEFT: A makeup app for your iPad, iPhone or Android device. Modiface in 

the USA has loaded in a thousand shades of cosmetics, and 20 different 
hairstyles, combined with facial recognition technology that uses your own 

photo as the test model for different makeup styles. You can try out new looks, 
work out which shade from which product range suits you best, matched 

against your skin tone. The “where to buy” feature will only be useful if you are 
intending to be in mainland USA or Canada anytime soon, but everything else 

is worth a play. Links are:
https://market.android.com/details?id=com.modiface.makeup 

http://itunes.apple.com/ca/app/ultimate-beauty/id440586344 

LOWER LEFT: Pandora’s “Moments” series gets two new bracelet styles. 

The New Chain Bracelet
This sterling silver piece epitomises simplicity and

elegance. It has one anchor point for a fixed clip that
sits at the centre of fine threads of silver chain. You
choose which clip you would like to attach to the

centre, whether it’s an edgy, sculptural clip from the
new range, or a traditional clip from the Moments

collection. This is a piece you can wear on its own, or
layer it with bracelets from the broader range.

RRP Bracelet AUS $119/NZ $155
RRP Clips from AUS $39/NZ $49

The New Clip Bracelet
Created in solid sterling silver, the simple, beautiful

Clip Bracelet has five anchor points where you can
easily attach your choice of fixed clips in gold, silver,

or two-tone. The clips can be moved around to create
a different look with ease. This season’s collection
includes a selection of new fixed clips that have a

sculptural appeal and include a shiny silver sphere,
a hexagonal clip and a silver clip decorated with

pretty, indented stars.
Traditional PANDORA fixed clips can also attach to
the bracelet making it easy to match the new piece

with the traditional Moments piece.
RRP Bracelet AUS $99/NZ $125
RRP Clips from AUS $39/NZ $4

www.pandora.net

LEFT: Pascoes wanted to infuse a bit of colour into 
winter, and the end result is a bright and breezy 
collection of fashion jewellery pieces. These crystal 
hoop earrings retail at $59, while at
RIGHT: The Addorn charm bracelet features charms 
from as little as $20 apiece – a quick and easy 
way to accessorize with colour this season.
www.pascoes.co.nz 

LOWER RIGHT: Maybe its Maybelline, with new 
season releases.Introducing the Maybelline New 
York Fit Me range, a collection of products that go 
beyond seamless matching, delivering breathable 
coverage with a natural finish. With an exclusive 
translucent primer base and micro-fine pigments 
blends, Fit Me perfectly matches to your skin tone 
for a flawless result. The new Fit Me range offers a 
complete face line including the liquid foundation 
(RRP$22.99), powder (RRP$19.99), concealer 
(RRP$19.99), blush (RRP$19.99) and bronzer 
(RRP$19.99). 
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Discover our 1st 
100% SULFATE-FREE

Colour Care System

“As a colourist, I 
recommend EverPure. 
Its rich lather respects 
your hair � bre and its 
Anti-Fade System
protects your colour.”

CHRISTOPHE 
ROBIN
L’Oréal Paris Colour Expert

“ Even after 32 washes, my colour looks pure 
and luminous. It’s like I just coloured my hair.”
EVA LONGORIA

Available exclusively from pharmacies and department stores.

NEW

KEEPS COLOUR PURE EVEN
AFTER 32 WASHES.
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Oil up for winter
Your face will thank you 

 O
nce upon a time, it seeped into the general con-
sciousness that oil was the archenemy of healthy 
skin. Cosmetics all began touting oil-free as a 
declaration that they were safe to use 

and full of other healthful skin-boosting 
ingredients. So it should come as no 
surprise that like most of the contrary 
swings of public health and beauty 
regimen discourse, oil is now being 
touted as the secret ingredient to 
your best skin ever. 

This news is being greeted 
with trepidation. “People are 
terrified. It’s pretty funny,” says 
beautician Judith Southard. For 
winter-ravaged skin, she says 
oil is the first thing she applies 
to a client’s skin after cleansing 
and toning. She covers it with 
a mask and lets it soak in. 
“Their skin is like butter.” And 
when her clients ask what 
she did to make their skin so 
moist and glowy, she usually 
just smiles knowingly and 
changes the subject. She 
knows that they don’t want 
to know that oil is her 
secret ingredient, “they 
freak out.” 

We all know that 
oily skin is what 
leads to 
breakouts 
and 

shiny skin, and no one wants that. So if we’re trying to tame 
the oils within our skin, why would we put oil on our skin? 

The simple answer is that cosmetic oils are different: The 
molecules are smaller, and in small amounts they 

won’t clog your pores or leave you looking 
greasy. But you shouldn’t slather it on like 

your favourite facial lotion. And not all 
oils are equal. 

Skin expert Ole Henriksen has his 
own brand of skin care products, 
most of which contain essential 
oils and the important essential 
fatty acids (i.e., good fats) from 
select seed and vegetable oils. 
Henriksen was born and raised 
in Denmark, so he says he 
knows just how abusive cold 
weather can be on the skin. To 
combat that abuse, he says that 
you probably could use a good 
oil on your side. “Fat doesn’t 
freeze in cold weather, but 

water will. That’s why lighter 
(water-based) creams will not 

do. You need protection, or capil-
laries will break.” 
He says that not only do oils 

applied to the skin make you feel 
warmer but they also protect you from 

the elements. He talks about the fat and 
oil in his products as if they were ingredients in 

comfort food on a frigid winter’s day. “Fat cushions, 
calms and comforts,” Henriksen says. “It insulates 

our skin when factored into moisturizing and 
cleansing products.” He says that you may 

not want to use the same amount of 
an essential oil or oil-based product 

during the warmer months, but 
that doesn’t mean it’s wrong for 
summer. Just like clothing, he said 
that it’s natural to wear fewer lay-
ers in the summer. Some people 
with dry or combination skin may 
decide that an oil will work year-
round if they vary the application. 
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HERSHEALTH

 N
o good deed goes unpunished, and that seems to 
include people who virtuously reach for diet sodas 
instead of the calorie-laden good stuff. Before guz-
zling that artificially sweetened beverage in a haze 

of guilt-free carbonation, bear in mind that your diet soda may 
only be adding to your bottom line – or your waistline. At least 
that’s the conclusion of a recently completed 12-year study. 

The study looked at 474 people, ages 65 to 74, and found that, 
on average, those who drank diet sodas ended up with waist-
lines that increased three times more than those who avoided 
them. People who consumed more than two diet sodas a day 
had waistlines that increased five times more than the nondiet 
soda drinkers, which included people who drank water, juices 
and even regular sodas, said Helen Hazuda, chief of clinical epi-
demiology at the University of Texas Health Science Center San 

Antonio, and one of the study’s investigators. These results 
were comparable to similar studies in younger people, said 
Hazuda.

Karen Krebser, 46, has been drinking diet soda since 
high school in an effort to help manage her weight. “I’m 
currently mostly off refined sugar and have tried a zillion 

different diets, but the one constant has been diet soda,” she 
said. Krebser consumes three or four cans a day since she gave 

up refined sugar in April. But after hearing about this unpub-
lished study – presented at the American Diabetes Association 
Conference in June – she threw out the can of diet soda sitting 
on her desk. 

There isn’t a single explanation as to why drinks with artifi-
cial sweeteners like aspartame, sucralose or saccharin result in 
us having to squeeze our bulging bellies into larger pants. Part 
of the reason could be psychological, Hazuda said. Some people 
splurge on calories in their food because they’re saving on calo-
ries in their drinks. Think Big Macs and super-sized fries and 
diet Cokes. 

Another factor Hazuda thinks plays a role in expanding 
waistlines is something called taste dysfunction. Because arti-
ficial sweeteners taste hundreds to thousands of times sweeter 
than regular sugar, our bodies come to expect sugary foods to 
be extremely sweet. So we start to seek out more sugar-laden 
options. 

A third explanation is that our bodies are smarter than we 
think. When we suck down sweet things, our bodies register 
the sugary taste and wait for the accompanying calories, 
said Lillian Castillo, a public health dietitian with the Santa 

Men not to blame

Study links diet soda  
to larger waistlines 

WORDS BY JANE LEE/MCT
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Clara (Calif.) County Public Health 
Department. But with artificial sweeten-
ers, our bodies don’t get the calories they 
expect, so we start to crave foods high in 
fat and sugar. 

Karl Watanabe has consumed diet 
sodas since his wife started buying them 
exclusively three years ago. But it hasn’t 
really affected his weight, he said. “Of 
course, it helps that I run marathons 
and do triathlons all the time.” “Once 
in a while, it’s OK to have one,” Castillo 
said. “But water is the only thing that’s 
going to quench your thirst.” If water 
is just too bland, Castillo and Hazuda 
recommended adding slices of lemon or 
cucumber to brighten the flavour. 

It may take a couple months for your 
brain to adjust to the different flavours, 
but the research suggests if you want 
those six-pack abs, it doesn’t look as if 
you’ll be able to find them at the bottom 
of a six-pack of diet soda.

Alcohol and cancer: Is any amount of drinking really safe? 
How much alcohol is it really safe to drink? Possibly less than you’ve been 
led to believe, say French researchers writing in the Canadian 
Medical Association Journal. In a piece published this 
month, Paule Latino-Martel, a cancer researcher at the 
French National Institute for Agricultural Research, and 
co-authors argued that many countries’ alcohol consumption 
guidelines – which typically define a moderate, “sensible” level 
of drinking designed to help consumers drink safely – fail to 
take into account long-term risks associated with drinking. The U.K. 
introduced the concept of “sensible drinking” back in the 1980s. Such 
limits were intended to prevent hospitalizations due to alcohol abuse, which had 
been on the rise in the country. In 1984, the British established recommended limits 
of 18 drinks a week for men and nine drinks for women.

The problem? Such rules may have kept people from getting too 
drunk, but they failed to take into account the growing body of 
work linking alcohol use with cancer, according to the authors. In 
recent years, alcohol consumption has been shown to increase 
the risk of mouth, throat, breast, colorectal and possibly liver cancers, 
in reports from the World Cancer Research Fund and the American 
Institute for Cancer Research published in the journal the Lancet in 
2009. 

For this reason, Latino-Martel and co-authors cautioned health 
authorities – including the government of Canada, which is expected 
to release new drinking guidelines later this year – against telling consumers that any amount of drinking 
is truly safe, at least, when it comes to cancer risk. “It can be concluded that there is no level of alcohol 
consumption for which the cancer risk is null,” they wrote. “Thus, for cancer prevention, the consumption 
of alcoholic beverages should not be recommended.” And no: The reported benefits of drinking for heart 
health don’t change that, they added. Recent research has pointed out flaws in studies showing a 
positive link between alcohol use and cardiovascular health, they said. The team also pointed 
to a World Health Organization committee’s recent conclusion that “there is no merit in pro-
moting alcohol consumption as a preventive strategy” for heart disease..

Brain’s ‘clock’ less accurate with aging 
Age-related decline in the brain’s circadian clock may be why some older people have 
difficulty sleeping and adjusting to time changes, U.S. researchers say. Researchers 
at UCLA say their study of the brain’s master circadian clock–known as the supra-
chiasmatic nucleus–shows a key pattern of rhythmic neural activity begins to decline 
by middle age. The SCN is the central circadian clock in humans and other mam-
mals and controls the timing of the sleep-wake cycle and many other rhythmic and 
non-rhythmic processes in the body, a UCLA release said this month. Aging has a 
profound effect on circadian timing, said Gene Block, a professor of psychiatry and 

biobehavioral sciences. “It is very clear that animals’ circadian 
systems begin to deteriorate as they age, and humans have 

enormous problems with the quality of their sleep as 
they age, difficulty adjusting to time-zone changes 

and difficulty performing shift-work, as well as less 
alertness when awake. There is a real change in the 
sleep-wake cycle. Large numbers of people over 
the age of 65 regularly take sleeping pills, but the 
effects of taking such pills over many years is not 
known, researcher Christopher Colwell said, adding 

the new research could lead to other options for get-
ting a good night’s sleep. 
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 M
en are at higher risk than women of develop-
ing cancer within their lifetime, and a study 
released July shows they are also more likely to 
die from it. 

The analysis, published in the journal Cancer, Epidemiol-
ogy, Biomarkers & Prevention, examined 36 types of cancer 
by gender, using almost 30 years of data, from 1977 and 
2006. It found that for the vast majority of cancers, men 
have higher mortality rates than women, with the highest 
disparities for conditions such as lip, throat and the rare 
hypopharyngeal cancer, which affects the area where the 
larynx and esophagus meet. Men were found to be about 
five times more likely to die from these diseases. 

Rachel Ceballos, a public health researcher at the Fred 
Hutchinson Cancer Research Center in Seattle, says 
researchers have suspected these disparities for some 
time, but until now lacked any hard data to support those 
theories. “There are really complex issues that go into these 
disparities,” says Ceballos, and “this study provides a start-
ing place, a better baseline on where to look.” 

Only five cancers - including breast, thyroid and gall 
bladder cancer - had a higher mortality rate for women 
than men. Cancers with the highest mortality rates - such 
as leukemia and lung, colon 
and pancreatic cancer - 
were also found to pose a 
greater risk of death for 
men. Men were found to 
be almost twice as likely 
than women to die 
from leukemia. 

“We noted a consis-
tent difference between 
genders,” says Michael 
Cook, lead inves-
tigator for 
the 

study and researcher at the National Institutes of Health. Can-
cer accounts for nearly 1 of every 4 deaths in the United States, 
exceeded only by heart disease, according to statistics from the 
American Cancer Society. 

Determining the root cause is difficult, but influencing 
factors may include cancer screening among people without 
symptoms, the presence of other illnesses and a person’s incli-
nation to seek medical help. Cook and his colleagues point out 
that there is no single cause that is applicable to all cancers. The 
study only suggests that because men are at a higher risk for 
cancer, this increases their odds of dying from it. 

Researchers attribute general health disparities and rates of 
cancer diagnosis to a number of factors, including a simple one: 
Women rate their health worse than men. As a result, they see 
medical professionals more often from adolescence to middle 
age, and are less likely to die at each age. “Causes of cancer 
depend on cancer type,” says Cook, adding that environment, 
genetic differences between the sexes, and family history are 
also considered influences on cancer development and cancer 
death. 

“There are large differences between men and women and 
understanding these differences in terms of cancer risk may 
help to reduce cancer rates in both men and women.” 

Cook and his colleagues also performed an analysis of sur-
vival rates among subjects five years 

after their diagnosis and found 
that gender does not play a major 
role. The study found that while 
men have poorer survival rates 
for many cancers, those dif-
ferences are slight. “If we can 
identify what are the cases of 
cancer incidence for each sex, 

we can develop preventive 
factors that can 

help,” Cook 
says.

WORDS BY ROBERTO DAZA/MCT

Cancer targets men
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wall suppleness and pliability of the red blood cells. Tebonin® helps maintain 

capillary diameter thus optimising blood flow and  oxygen and nutrients supply.
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Missing Something?
l Recommended by neurologists and doctors 

around the world

l Helps maintain vein wall suppleness and 
pliability of red blood cells

l Assists normal capillary diameter thus 
optimising blood flow

l Helps with free radical scavenging; active 
levels exceed the WHO monograph

l Made in Germany under pharmaceutical 
GMP

l Rich in anti-oxidants supports 
neuroprotection

Tebonin helps provide 
nutrients and energy for 
healthy brain function.
It supports: 
l  Brain and cognitive function
l  Mental performance
l  Focus, alertness and clarity
l  Inner ear calm and quiet
l  Normal balance
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Design the perfect  
bedroom for your child

Y
our child’s room is his or her 
sanctuary. Allow your kid to 
be the master of her domain by 
tailoring the decor to her taste. 

With some foresight, you can design a 
dream room for your little one that will 
carry her through her teenage years and 
beyond. That’s what Lynn Morehouse did 
when planning her daughter’s whimsical 
bedroom. 

Juliana, 11, is the oldest of Lynn and 
Brent Morehouse’s four children. When 
designing their dream home about three 
years ago, Lynn Morehouse says, every-
one in the family had a say in what they 
wanted. Juliana picked a room fit for a 

pieces with interchangeable accents, says 
Locklear. “Pick a style that is transi-
tional, where it can go from a smaller 
child’s room to a teenager’s room to 
even a guest room, so there’s not a lot of 
changing it and expense.” 

Locklear has designed several chil-
dren’s rooms, from princess-style suites 
such as Juliana’s to sports-themed 
rooms for teenage boys. Not long ago, 
she designed a coed playroom for the 
children of a dentist and lawyer. The 
children–a 5-year-old boy and a 9-year-
old girl–have an orange and purple 
playroom that doubles as a study. The 
playroom combines style and function 
with custom artwork and bedding on a 
day bed that alternates as a sofa. It has 
adjustable bookshelves for storing toys 
and books, chalkboards for note-keeping 
and a high-end Formica desk that can 
serve as a computer station in the years 
to come. 

The idea, Locklear says, was to create 
a fun room that can be transformed as 
the children grow. That’s why they chose 
traditional window treatments and 
furniture pieces that would stand the test 
of time. Items such as the chalkboards 
and artwork are inexpensive to remove 
and replace as the children’s prefer-
ences age. “Paint is easily changed, and 
staying with a window treatment that’s 
timeless also makes the room easy to 
change,” Locklear says. “If you went and 
did something with trims or something 
more juvenile in appearance, it wouldn’t 
be so easy to change.” 

Talking to your children is the first 
step in designing their dream room, says 
designer Anne Monje. Find out what 
colours they like, discuss themes and 
develop a plan that keeps in mind which 
elements will be inexpensive to alter later 
on. Designing a room with your child 
offers a good opportunity to spend time 
together, Monje says. 

To get ideas, clip pictures from maga-
zines and catalogues and keep them in a 
folder for reference. But don’t get locked 
into a strict theme, Monje says. Instead, 
build a space that won’t require a lot of 
work in the future. “Something that isn’t 
going to be a whole room makeover. 
If your child is 10, then when they’re 
13, they’re not going to like the same 
things.” 

princess with a chandelier hanging over 
a canopy bed. A pink and mint-green 
colour scheme ties the room together, 
and limited-edition vintage Barbie prints 
add a classic touch. 

“She really did like frilly, finer things 
but yet, she wanted to be like a teenager,” 
Morehouse says. “I think for all my chil-
dren, I want them to have nice things in 
their rooms but fun things, too.” 

Walking into Juliana’s room is like 
stepping into a fairy tale. Pink drapes 
resembling ball gowns frame the win-
dows. Pale green antique dressers, which 
serve as nightstands, flank the white 
canopy bed accented with pink trim. A 

pink upholstered love seat 
in front of the bed and a 
mint-green zebra print 
ottoman give Juliana a per-
fect place to do homework, 
watch TV or hang out with 
friends. 

“I’m very comfort-
able in it,” Juliana says. “I 
just knew I wanted pink 
definitely, and then we just 
kind of worked around 
that.” The family worked 
with designer Ann Marie 
Locklear to create an 
enduring space in Juliana’s 
room. They wanted a room 
Juliana could return to and 
enjoy, even after coming 
home from college. 

“It still is mature 
enough, but 
has elements 
of whimsy,” 
Morehouse 
says. The key 
in creating 
such a room 
is to pair 
timeless 

WORDS BY AMNERIS SOLANO/MCT
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Straight up
James Morrow explores the mystique and 
misconceptions surrounding the martini

T
here’s a wonderful little moment 
in the Simpsons episode, “Bart 
on the Road”, when Bart and his 
mates emerge from a movie the-

atre playing William Burroughs’s Naked 
Lunch, having earlier bought their tickets 
with a fake ID.

As the perplexed and disturbed lads 
walk out, one of their number sums 

things up perfectly when he says, “I 
can think of at least two things 

wrong with that title”.
I had a similar 

experi-

ence the 
other day when, 
browsing through 
my local discount 
bookshop, I happened 
upon a copy of Martini: 
A Memoir by the Australian 
writer Frank Moorhouse. It had 
a blurry photo of a martini on 
the dust jacket, an appropriately 
1930s-style typeface to announce 
itself, and best of all, a price tag of 
$4.99.

Sadly, this was a case of why it is 
sometimes a well and truly awful 
idea to judge a book by its cover. For 
this was no reflection on what may 
very well be the greatest drink 
ever invented by the likes 
of, say, an American 
novelist like Updike 
or Cheever who would 

Why is this a bad thing?, I can hear 
you asking. Isn’t it better to simply let 
a drink do its job, and shut up about it 
already?

The fact is that the martini is as much 
part of the canon of modern drinking 
as Shakespeare, Chaucer and Milton 
are to English literature. One need not 
enjoy them personally – and here we 
won’t hold it against you – to appreciate 
their significance. There was a time in 
the United States especially when any 
man hosting a cocktail gathering would 
offer his male guests a martini. And even 
if none of his guests partook, the host 
would still hold court at his bar or liquor 
cabinet and mix one for himself simply 
as a discreet display of his talents. As 
much as anything else, a martini is what 
author Tom Wolfe – as much a sociolo-
gist as a novelist – would call a “status 
marker”.

It may be apocryphal, but there is a 
story that, in the days before America 
raised its drinking age to 21, at George-
town University’s School of Foreign 
Service, alma mater of Bill Clinton, one 
particularly popular professor of diplo-
macy would wheel in a bar cart for his 
last lecture of the term. There he would 
teach his young charges the art of mak-
ing a proper martini, on the assumption 
that this skill would help cement many a 
diplomatic bond and extinguish count-
less smouldering international incidents.

Perhaps it is too long a bow to draw, 
but one does note the link between the 
fact that this particular professor has 
not taught for more than twenty years, 
enough time to cycle out a generation of 
diplomats, and America’s current stand-
ing in the world.

But even if a martini cannot achieve 
world peace, it can for a brief moment 
help its consumer achieve an inner peace 

really know their stuff on the subject.
Instead, this was a ramble – and for 

anyone familiar with the area of New 
York’s Central Park that goes by the 
same name, the implicit double entendre 
very much applies here – through Moor-
house’s colourful and lubricious past. 
Appreciations of the cocktail turn out 
to be quite secondary to his narrative. 
Without spoiling the plot of the book (or 

appetites of readers), and 
given that this is very much 

a family magazine, simply 
let me suggest that 

when Mr Moorhouse 
is offered a choice of 
having his martini 
shaken or stirred, 
he is most likely to 

reply, “Both”.
What reflec-

tions on the mar-
tini are present in the 

book are taken mostly 
in the form of interlocu-

tions with a fictional friend 
who seems to appear ghost-

like with Moorhouse in water-
ing holes around the world.
Talk about your lost opportuni-

ties. For while smart cocktail bars 
in any city worth its salt have long 

competed to see who could come up 
with the most outlandish combinations 
of ingredients to serve in martini, or 
more accurately “stemmed”, glasses (for 
this we can surely lay much blame at the 
feet of Carrie and her needy and neurotic 
crew from Sex and the City and their 
steady diet of “Cosmopolitans”), the 

proper martini as something more 
transcendent and special than 

just a cocktail for city suits 
to spend $16 on after work 
is too often neglected.
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– what Richard Nixon’s saintly Quaker 
mother called “peace at the centre”. No 
wonder the poet E.B. White once called 
the martini “the elixir of quietude”.

The biggest question when it comes to 
martinis is that of rules. Ask any barkeep 
and they will tell you that martini drink-
ers are the most persnickety of all their 
customers. 

On the eternal question of shaken 
versus stirred, I’m afraid I have to break 
with MY (fictional) Anglospheric cousin 
James Bond and say that stirred is the 
way to go. This is not about “bruising the 
gin” so much as it is about introducing 
an unacceptable amount of water and 
aeration into the drink. President James 
Bartlet of The West Wing nailed this 
when he said, “Shaken, not stirred, will 
get you cold water with a dash of gin and 
dry vermouth. The reason you stir it with 
a special spoon is so not to chip the ice. 
James is ordering a watered-down mar-
tini – and he’s being snooty about it.”

Likewise, the well-intentioned tech-
nique of many bartenders to ensure 
dryness that sees them swirl a bit of ver-
mouth over the ice before tossing it out 
seems to me a practice that runs the real 
risk of warming the ice, which should be 
very cold, hard and dry, not starting to 
warm and weep.

Interestingly, martinis used to be made 
with a far greater proportion of vermouth 
than they are today, sometimes sitting 
against gin in as much a 2-1 ratio. This is a 
product largely of America’s Prohibition 
era, when “bathtub gin” was barely palat-
able and needed something else to mask its 
flavour. Today we have no such problems, 
and every week it seems a new high-end 
gin is finding its way onto our shelves to 
compete with the likes of old standards 
such as Bombay Sapphire and Tanqueray, 
as well as that locally-produced beauty, 
South Gin.

Indeed if there is one hard-and-fast rule 
of martinis, it is this: Everything must be 
cold. Gin lives in the freezer, along with 
the cocktail shaker and if room permits 
a glass. Vermouth, being unable to stand 
such chills, lives next door in the fridge. I’m 
not one for measurements but several glugs 
of gin over ice, followed by a quick snap of 
vermouth, stirred briskly and then strained 
into the glass is all one needs to produce a 
slightly viscous, bracing, bone-dry cocktail.

Most of us think of a martini as something to be consumed with nothing more than its 
garnishes, or perhaps a handful of nuts from the bar. And perhaps this is the way it 
should be. But a martini can also be a great prelude to a meal, so long as the food to 
come is as honest and straightforward as the drink itself. A great piece of steak and 
some perfectly cooked fries – what the French call steak frites – fits the bill perfectly.

You’ll need:
4 beef steaks, such as porterhouse, sirloin or rib eye, shell or filet mignon  
(250g or so each and 2-3 cm inch thick)
5 tablespoons unsalted butter
salt and freshly ground black pepper to taste
1 tablespoon water

1. With a sharp knife, make small incisions, about 3-4 cm apart in the fat 
around the outside of each steak.
2. Melt 3 tablespoons of the butter in a large heavy skillet or sauté pan over 
high heat until hot but not smoking. Add the steaks and sear for 1 minute on 
each side. Reduce the heat to medium. Season the steaks generously with salt 
and pepper and continue cooking, turning the steaks every other minute, until 
you see little pearls of blood come to the surface, about 4 to 6 minutes for rare.
3. Remove the steaks and place them on warmed plates. Over medium heat, 
deglaze the pan with the water and swirl in the remaining 2 tablespoons but-
ter. Drizzle these pan juices over the meat and serve at once with fries.
(Adapted from Ruth Van Waerebeek’s Everyone Eats Well in Belgium)

Finally on the question of garnish, I’m 
for once something of an agnostic. Yes, 
a martini with an onion instead of an 
olive is a Gibson, and some people prefer 
a lemon peel. My only concern in this 
regard is that olives not be too big – some 
of the giants one encounters out and 
about seem like nothing so much as a 
ploy by bar management to displace liq-
uid volume and disguise meagre pours.

If there is only one rule that I would 
urge readers to follow in terms of martinis 

is also the hardest one to observe: Stick 
to one. I’m serious. A proper martini is 
almost a straight slug of an awful lot of 
80 proof (or higher) spirit. Its effects roll 
in far differently than those of a handle 
of beer or a glass of wine. Think of it like 
the afterburners on a fighter jet. Fire them 
once, and you’re at altitude in record time. 
Fire them again, or too often, and you 
either wind up flying too high and run-
ning out of oxygen or simply flying too 
fast and running out of fuel.
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WORDS BY CAROL PUCCI 

 B
efore most people are awake, 
Pero Salva has baked a day’s 
worth of bread over an open 
fire, milked the cows, fed the 

chickens and used a broom made from 
twigs to sweep the dirt walkway in front 
of the house she shares with her husband 
and three children. As the roosters crow 
and a muezzin sings the Muslim call to 
prayer, we take our places for breakfast 
on the floor around a table fashioned 
from a sheet of vinyl spread over a woven 
rug. Men on one side. Women on the 
other. 

Everything before us – tomatoes and 
cucumbers, cheese, yogurt, honey and 
sheets of warm bread – was made or 
grown by the family, our hosts for a one-
night homestay in the village of Yuvacali 
in Turkish Kurdistan. 

Situated in the middle of Mesopota-
mia – the flat, fertile plains between the 
Tigris and Euphrates rivers that were a 
cradle of civilization – the towns and 

ing how to milk sheep and bake bread 
while wearing an ankle-length skirt, 
wasn’t part of the itinerary when my 
husband, Tom, and I began planning a 
trip to Turkey. But then I found Nomad 
Tours Turkey on the Web while doing 
some research, and emailed the founder, 
Alison Tanik, a British woman married 
to a Kurdish man. She and her husband, 
Omer, had moved from Istanbul to his 
home in Yuvacali when they began look-
ing for a project that might help improve 
the lives of the 700 or so residents, 
mainly subsistence farmers with an aver-
age income of $1 per day. 

Nearly everyone intermarries. (Villag-
ers share just three last names). Disputes 
are settled by tribal elders. The rate of 
birth defects is high. There’s no sewage 
system. No garbage collection. No high 
school. No Internet. Only 50 percent 
of villagers read or write. Alison had 
launched a project for the local women 
to sell their handicrafts to a boutique in 

villages of southeast Turkey trace their 
history around 10,000 B.C. when bands 
of hunter-gatherers settled into com-
munities and became the first farmers. 
Originally nomadic sheep and goat herd-
ers, the Kurdish have their own language 
and cultural traditions, much of which 
was suppressed after Turkey became 
a republic in 1923 and the government 
pushed to unite ethnic groups under a 
national identity. 

Migration to the cities was encour-
aged, leaving rural outposts such as 
Yuvacali, first settled more than 6,000 
years ago, alone and on their own, often 
without basic services such as running 
water and electricity. It wasn’t that long 
ago that “Children would go to school 
not knowing Turkish, and not knowing 
how to hold a pencil,” says Bridget Pur-
cell, an American anthropologist who 
volunteers as a translator for homestay 
guests. 

Traipsing about on a farm, learn-

Staying with villagers in Kurdistan
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soup and roasted vegetables and 
talked about the differences in 
our home lives. The nearest big 
city is 60km away, and like most 
women, Pero rarely leaves the 
village. Men do the shopping 
and most other jobs that require 
going to town. Walking around 
the village, past flat-roofed 
houses made of mud bricks, 
we saw women seated on the 
ground sewing cotton mat-
tresses by hand. Others were herding 
sheep in from the pastures. 

Only women are allowed to bake bread 
and milk the animals, so the men in our 
group could only watch as we helped 
Pero milk, and joined her at a low table to 
roll out big circles of dough. Dinner was 
“Turkish pizza,” sheets of the thin, round 
bread topped with minced meat and 
herbs. Afterward, the family converted 
the dining room into a bedroom by blan-
keting the floor with floral-covered cotton 
mattresses filed with sheep’s wool. 

We snuggled under the covers slum-
ber-party style, women in one room, 
men in an another, while the family slept 
in an annex they built for themselves off 
the main house. The Yuvacali homestay 
project is small. So far, there are just two 
host families, but the homestays have 

Istanbul, when an acquaintance from 
Australia’s Intrepid Tours asked about 
the possibility of homestays in the area. 
She suggested Yuvacali, and Nomad 
Tours was born. 

Painted bright lavender, a favourite 
colour in this part of Turkey, the Salva 
family’s one-story, concrete house has 
a small kitchen and two rooms – one 
used by the family for living, watching 
TV, eating and sleeping, and the other 
for guests. The toilet is an outhouse and 
running water comes from a tap con-
nected to tank on the roof filled with 
water pumped from a well. Sitting in the 
garden, sipping tea, we joined six other 
guests travelling together on an Intrepid 
tour, and talked with Pero, 45, and her 
husband, Halil, 46. Hosting and cooking 
for groups of strangers is hard work, Pero 
said, but it means she no longer has to 
pick cotton and gets to work indoors, a 
relief in summer when temperatures can 
top 100. She greeted us wearing a wispy 
lavender head scarf, a long polka-dot 
skirt and blue sweater set. Halil wore 
traditional Kurdish-style trousers, baggy 
in the crotch and tight around the legs. 

Villagers aren’t particularly religious, 
but they are conservative. The women in 
our group followed Nomad’s instructions 
to wear long skirts, considered more 
modest than pants for sitting on the 
floor or milking animals. Like most of 
the married villagers, Pero and Halil are 
first cousins. They support themselves 
and their children, Faruk, 18; Fatih, 17; 
and Aylin, 10, by growing barley, wheat, 
lentils, cotton and peppers and raising 
sheep, chickens and cows. Before the 
homestays, their only outside income 
came from the sale of the cheese and 
yogurt that Pero makes in a hut where 
she also does the cooking over a wood 
fire. 

For lunch we ate her homemade lentil 

done much to bring a bit of the 
outside world to Yuvacali. Nomad Tours 
has used the income to buy supplies 
for the school (the government sup-
plies only a building and a teacher), and 
launch a dental-hygiene project, with 
toothbrushes and toothpaste donated by 
homestay guests. 

Neither Pero nor Halil read or write, 
but their children go to school and are 
learning English. All the money they 
earn from the homestays goes to pay for 
their education. The result: Faruk plans 
to enter college next year, and Fatih, who 
walks five kilometres each way to high 
school, will forgo his usual job at a beach 
resort this summer to stay home and 
hone his English skills. He is preparing 
for what everyone hopes will be his new 
career: official village homestay host.  

 IF YOU GO 
WHERE: Yuvacali is near Sanliurfa, a city in southeast Turkey 
where the prophet Abraham supposedly was born. A visit could be 
combined with a trip to Mount Nemrut, noted for its large statues 
built around an ancient royal tomb, or Gobekli Tepe, where archae-
ologists have uncovered the remains of an 11,000-year-old temple. 
More information: Nomad Tours Turkey offers a variety of half-
day, full-day and four-day tours in southeast Turkey. Prices vary 
depending on the tour. Cost of a one-night homestay is 60 Turkish 
lira person, US$37 at current exchange rates, including three meals. 
See www.nomadtoursturkey.com.

Everything before us – tomatoes 
and cucumbers, cheese, yogurt, 
honey and sheets of warm bread – 
was made or grown by the family
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Finding music in the battle

HERSREADIT

THE CONDUCTOR
By Sarah Quigley
Vintage, $39.99
Between 1941 and 1944, the city of Lenin-
grad, considered to be Russia’s cultural cap-
ital, was the object of the bloodiest siege in 
human history. The German Army Group 
North, under Field Marshal von Leeb, sur-
rounded and isolated the city of three mil-
lion. Huge timber, earth and wire defences 
helped protect the city, but in any case the 
plan was to starve the city into submission, 
not invade. German bombing and shelling 
killed the relatively low number of 5000. 
But once the city was cut off during a very 
severe winter, starvation took a terrible toll. 
It was estimated some one million died, 
mainly of cold and starvation.

WORDS BY MICHAEL MORRISSEY

I don’t find it that surprising. A methodi-
cal man, he keeps a bag with undershirts, 
toothbrush and razor, pencil and score 
paper, in case he is arrested. One of his 
most greatest moments of vexation is 
dealing with a crass clerk who teases him 
about being made a fire watcher. In fact, 
Shostakovich wanted to go to the front 
but his bad eyesight (or his fame) meant 
that he was rejected for active service and 
eventually moved to Moscow. The great 
composer was a devoted family man but 
given to short outbursts of temper, and 
had scathing views about other contem-
porary Russian composers like Prokofiev 
or Khachaturian.

By comparison, Elias (the conductor) 
is a rather sad and easily intimidated 

Against the background of this fero-
cious battle, novelist Sarah Quigley has 
woven a deeply moving account of the 
composition of the seventh symphony 
of the renown composer, Dmitri Shosta-
kovich, and its performance by conduc-
tor Karl Eliasberg in August 1942, relayed 
to the front by loudspeakers in defiance 
of German attack.

The three central protagonists are all 
male and the most captivating, most 
in depth character is not the conductor 
as you might expect, but Shostakovich 
himself. He was a small intense man, 
capable of working for two days at a 
stretch, who put his art above everything 
else. Some readers might be dismayed or 
even shocked by this but as a fellow artist 
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individual who is reduced to blather or 
stammering in the presence of his adored 
Shostakovitch. He and his second rate 
orchestra are dispensable and therefore 
not moved to the relative safety of Mos-
cow. Yet in the end, it is this besieged 
man who proves to be a hero in sustain-
ing the morale of his musicians who are 
literally dying on their feet. Nikolai, lead 
violinist, is an earnest fellow and lacks 
the vibrancy of Shostakovitch, though he 
too, is made of quietly heroic material.

There are some wonderful female 
characters. One is the non-stop nag-
ging mother of Elias. The hen-pecked 
conductor muses: “He’d be found 
slumped at his desk, his head on a pil-
low of scores, driven to an early grave 
by a semi-paralysed matriarch whose 
tongue was the only part 
of her body in full working 
order.” Then there is the 
delightful Sonya, daughter 
of Nikolai, who is more 
passionate about playing 
her cello than even her 
father is about his violin. 
Being a brave, stubborn 
and dedicated child, she, 
like Shostakovich, does 
not want to be moved out 
of Leningrad and above all 
does not wish to be parted 
from her beloved instru-
ment. Some of the scenes 
– such as the attempt to sell her cello for 
food – are as poignant as anything writ-
ten by a New Zealand writer. In this, and 
other heart-wrenching scenes, the reader 
could well be reminded of the great Rus-
sian novels by Dostoyevsky and Tolstoy. 

Thus said, it seems to this reader that 
The Conductor is a flawed novel. While 
there is much poetry in the language 
– “drops of sweat ran like mice” – for 
Quigley is a gifted poet – there are occa-
sional passages that are either cliched 
or overwrought e.g. “the thump of his 
own horror-struck heart”. Or is this also 
a deliberate neo-Russian mix? In any 
event, the greatness, the epic quality of 
the subject matter – the cold, the starva-
tion, the suffering, the indomitable spirit 
of the Russian people unbowed by the 
most terrible siege in history – is success-
fully and movingly expressed. And in 
the end, that’s what counts. 

Nearly forgot – in an astonishing act of 
generosity, the publishers have included 
a CD of the the Shostakovitch Seventh 
Symphony, tucked slyly inside the back 
cover. Yes, there are triumphal crashing 
chords as one might expect, but it is also 
full of a delicate yet insistent lyricism. 
Stirring stuff to hear across the war-
bombarded snows.

THE STORY OF BEAUTIFUL GIRL 
By Rachel Simon
Preface, $37.99
Dostoyevsky’s great novel The Idiot is a 
magnificent portrait of a naive but good 
man who is an epileptic, though not an 
idiot as the translated title misleadingly 
suggests. In Rachel Simon’s courageous 
novel, which extends the Dostoyevskian 

premise a step further, 
we have a portrait of two 
wounded souls – Lynnie, 
who is of subnormal intelli-
gence and can only say “No” 
and Homan, a mute Afri-
can American, who doesn’t 
know sign language and has 
been mistakenly adjudged 
mentally deficient. Homan 
is only identified as Number 
Forty Two for no one knows 
his name and Lynnie has 
been dubbed No-no. The 
truncation of their names 
is a telling symbol of their 

reduced humanity.
Though Lynnie is virtually mute, she 

has a rich inner life which she reveals 
through drawings. Visually, it could 
be said she is an idiot-savant – verbally 
challenged but visually gifted. The novel 
movingly explores the two main char-
acters’ gradual development to the point 
where they can join the 
wider human community 
leaving behind their prior 
isolation.

The Story of Beauti-
ful Girl (Homan’s name 
for Lynnie) begins with 
a knock on lonely widow 
Martha’s door in the 
middle of the night. It’s a 
melodramatic beginning 
but it grips. The seventy 
year-old retired school 
teacher is confronted by 

a bedraggled odd-looking couple with 
a baby in tow. The kindly Martha gives 
them food, clothing and shelter. The 
unlikely pair are on the run from a fear-
some 60’s-style mental institution which 
has 3000 inhabitants, inadequate staff, 
poor food, bullying minders.

Homan, who can neither read, write, 
tell the time nor understand money 
spends most of the book on the run. He 
is assumed to be dead, though stub-
bornly and heroically, he survives. He 
is made welcome by a fundamentalist 
church with fake healings and a com-
mune, but never quite fits in. Because of 
his illiteracy, he gives his own nicknames 
to people he encounters such as King 
Orange, Queen Long Dress, Shawl Lady, 
White Butterfly and Indian Tuft. He mis-
takenly thinks Indian Tuft is making fun 
of him but it gradually dawns on him 
he is being taught the language of sign. 
Eventually, and almost miraculously, he 
eventually learns to read.

Though an air of desperation and 
deprivation pervades, the narrative also 
abounds with kindness. Homan has a 
companion in Blue and Lynnie has a 
friend in Doreen. Kate, one of her mind-
ers who talks to Lynnie and encourages 
her, is kindness itself. These benign 
presences are in high contrast to the 
brutal raping Smokes and the bullying 
Clarence, who belatedly discovers he has 
a conscience.

And what of the baby? She is adopted 
and nurtured by Martha. Her loneliness 
ends as she is absorbed into the role of 
mother, though for appearance’s sake , 
she says she is the child’s grandmother. 
This is a novel which overflows with 
caring and the reader senses it will come 
out right in the end. The nasty Smokes 

is not visited with revenge 
because he has destroyed 
himself through drink. 
Homan, Lynnie and Julia, 
the baby, now an adult, are 
eventually united. This is a 
book which reminds us of 
how awful these old insti-
tutions were and convinc-
ingly demonstrates that the 
seemingly inarticulate may 
have much to say. Warmly 
recommended. And almost 
certain to be filmed.
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We haven’t seen Tom Hanks or 
Julia Roberts in a movie like 
Larry Crowne in decades. 

When you’ve got “Oscar winner” and 
“blockbuster hits” on your resume, 
feather-light character comedies fall off 
your radar. Crowne is a perfectly pleas-
ant but fluffy, inconsequential romantic 
comedy. 

It plays to their trademark strengths – 
Hanks’ American Everyman decency and 
pluck, Roberts’ romantic longing punctu-
ated by that million megawatt smile and 
toothy laugh. Package the Charlie Wil-
son’s War co-stars in a movie ripped from 
the Recession zeitgeist and it’s like a great 
big hug to America’s over-50 and newly-
unemployed. It’s Will Ferrell’s Everything 
Must Go without any hint of edge. 

Hanks has the title role, another 
hyper-competent blue collar working 
man (think Cast Away). He went straight 
from high school to the Navy to a job at 
a home-improvement chain store. And 
when they rather curtly and incompe-
tently lay the divorced, mortgaged Larry 
off, they say it’s because his lack of a 
degree will always “retard your move-
ment” up the ladder. That’s how Larry 

Larry Crowne
WORDS BY ROGER MOORE/MCT

winds up at East Valley Community Col-
lege. A college degree, he figures, is how 
he can “make sure that (being laid off) 
never happens again.” 

He’s talked into taking a speech course, 
to give him confidence in interviews, 
because “it will CHANGE your life.” And 
sure enough it does, because it’s taught 
by the hard-drinking, unhappily married 
burnout, Mercedes Tainot (Julia Roberts). 
Hanks directed this and co-wrote the 
script with his pal and protege, Nia (My 
Big Fat Greek Wedding) Vardalos. 

The script tilts heavily toward the Var-
dalos style – broad, obvious characters, 
even broader wish-fulfillment story. It 
takes an effort worthy of another Greek 
– Hercules – to keep this from collapsing 
into cloying. 

The film is a veritable make-work 
project for scores of character actors. 
There’s Mercedes’ sci-fi writer “and porn 
surfer” slacker husband, played by Bryan 
Cranston; the patronizing banker who 
will take Larry’s house (Rita Wilson, 
aka Mrs. Hanks); Frank, the owner of a 
diner where Larry gets part-time work 
(Ian Gomez, aka Mr. Vardalos); the goofy 
neighbors having a perpetual yard sale 
(Taraji P. Henson and Cedric the Enter-

tainer), and the self-important economics 
professor, played by George Takei and his 
booming laugh. “They call them SMART 
phones,” he rumbles, confiscating a gad-
get, “but only dummies use them in my 
class.” Gugu Mbatha-Raw plays the cute 
coed who takes Larry under her wing, 
gives him a hipster wardrobe, renames 
him “Lance Corona” and brings him into 
her boyfriend’s scooter gang. The beau is 
played by Wilmer Valderrama, and Larry 
has bought a scooter after seeing how 
much it costs him to fill up his SUV. 

The players are reliably unsurpris-
ing, as is the story. This is not about an 
education opening a middle-aged man’s 
mind, it’s about a middle aged man 
learning just how much he has to offer 
the workplace, the world and a woman, 
thanks to what college gives him. As with 
his first directing effort, That Thing You 
Do, Hanks shows no interest in finding 
a real “villain” here or generating the 
conflict that sort of obstacle to Larry’s 
happiness inspires. It’s a nice movie made 
by a guy with a nice image. And as such, 
it’s perfectly pleasant big-screen comfort 
food – meatloaf, potatoes and apple cob-
bler served as bubbly Tom Petty and ELO 
tunes waft from the soundtrack. Neither 
we nor they have forgotten that Hanks 
and Roberts can deliver something this 
far within their comfort zone. Perhaps 
the only surprising thing about Larry 
Crowne is that at this stage of their stellar 
careers, they’d choose to.
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HERSLIFE

S
ue Rudman left the always-changing and exciting life 
of an FBI agent to get married and become a stay-at-
home mum. It was a big shift in her life, but not one 
she regrets, and some of those skills she learned long 

ago at FBI HQ in Quantico, Virginia., transfer nicely to parent-
ing, particularly interrogation.

What made you decide to be an FBI agent?
The movie Silence of the Lambs. No joke. I was a sales repre-
sentative for Simon and Schuster/Prentice Hall straight out 
of college. After four years, I was ready for a change. I saw the 
movie and was intrigued. So I submitted a preliminary appli-
cation. At the time, I was also pursuing a possible switch to 
physical therapy. The FBI called me for psychological testing. 
And I passed. Then an interview. And I got called back. Then 
another interview, a fitness test and an intensive background 
check. The whole process took over a year. And each time I 
passed an obstacle, I got one step closer to going to Quantico. I 
can’t say that I grew up grooming myself to be an agent. It just 
sort of happened. During that time, I was also accepted to the 
master’s degree program in physical therapy at Medical College 
of Virginia in Richmond. In fact, I got my acceptance to MCV 
and my acceptance to the FBI Academy in the same week. Talk 
about forks in the road.

What were your days like working with the FBI?
It was a fabulous career. Every day was different and, because I 
tend to thrive on variety, it was ideal for me. Things were con-
stantly changing. One day I’d do a career day at a school or review 
some evidence, another day I’d respond to a bank robbery, a 
kidnapping or a plane crash, and yet another I’d be called out to 
search for a dead body with my K9 cadaver recovery dog. As an 
FBI agent, the days are long. You sacrifice a lot of personal and 
family time because you are on 24-hour call. If an emergency came 
up, I responded along with my fellow agents. Day, night or holiday, 
you were expected to be there. That’s what I signed on for.

Why did you leave the bureau?
I was working in Washington, D.C., and Kevin was living just 
outside Chicago. When we decided to make a life together, I 
requested a transfer back to that region, which is where I had 

INTERVIEW BY AMY BERTRAND

It’s Me or the phone!

Mother 
undercover
FBI Agent’s new role
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It’s Me or the phone!

started as an FBI agent. But the Bureau had just transferred 
me to Washington at my request and denied my requests for 
a return transfer. (Falling in love doesn’t always have the best 
timing!) Kevin was unable to move to D.C. because his career is 
in the steel industry, and there were no opportunities out there 
for him. So I transferred from the FBI to a job as a special agent 
for the U.S. Postal Service in Chicago. It was a very difficult 
decision for me, and the day I relinquished my FBI badge and 
gun is still difficult for me to remember. But I love where I am 
now, so I look at the experience as a stepping stone to the gifts I 
have in my life now.

Is the life of an FBI agent conducive to being  
a mum?
The agent/mums that I knew in the FBI did a phenomenal bal-
ancing act. But as to whether that general lifestyle is conducive 
to motherhood I think is a subjective question. There are those 
that are willing and able to make the sacrifices necessary to do 
both. And there are major sacrifices. I was out of the FBI before 
Elleyna was born, but I’m not sure that I would have been 
happy making the sacrifices that would have been necessary for 
me to have done both jobs well.

How have you applied some of the skills you 
learned there to parenting?
About two years ago, my son and his little friend, who were 
about 5 at the time, called 911. I didn’t know it until the officer 
showed up on the front doorstep. The other parents were there as 
well. We couldn’t get either child to tell us what happened. So I 
separated my son and his friend. I took him into the nearby pow-
der room, shut the door and said, “I want the truth, and I want 
it now. That officer is standing out there because someone lied 
and now he can’t help a person who really needs help because 
he’s standing here trying to figure out why he IS here!” My son’s 
eyes filled up and then he said, “I think I’m gonna puke.” And he 
proceeded to tell me what happened. I made him apologize to the 
officer and was happy to see how truly contrite he was. Ah ... a 
confession. I’d have to say my interview and interrogation skills 
have been quite transferable in the parenting arena.

Why was it important for you to stay home with 
your kids?
We both wanted children and are so blessed to have Elleyna 
and Danny. Children are young for such a short time. And 
for me, having my own mother be there at home when I was 
growing up ... well, there’s so much stability provided by that 
constant presence. I think it lays a strong foundation for well-
adjusted children. I wanted to be able to provide that for my 
children as well, and my husband was supportive of that.

Now that your kids are a little older, what are 
your career plans?
I have always had a huge, deep love and respect for animals. So, 
at 9 and 7, the kids are becoming a bit more self-sufficient. And 
I have realized that I want to follow that which I am driven to 
do, which is to be with and aid animals. So I applied to and was 
accepted into a two-year veterinary technology programme. My 

hope is to utilize my new skills to work, at least in part, with the 
K9 police dogs in the area and maybe even get into some emer-
gency rescue/planning type activities for area animals.

What would you say to other mums looking to 
change careers to stay home and then change to 
another one again?
I would have to say that if it is at all possible for you to stay 
home with your children while they are young, even part-
time, then jump at the chance. It’s exciting and boring, dif-
ficult and easy as pie. It will exhaust you and invigorate you. 
But it is amazingly fulfilling to see your children grow into 
happy beings from that extra time that you can give them. I am 
blessed to have had that opportunity. And when it is time to go 
back to work, search your heart and find what you love. Then 
step out in confidence and create yourself all over again. We 
have every power to do that, as long as we replace the fear with 
faith and vision.

     

And for me, having my own 
mother be there at home when I 
was growing up ... well, there’s 
so much stability provided by 
that constant presence 
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 Baby boomers grew up in a time of outlandish predic-
tions. They were promised that during their lifetime 
that they would witness time travel, flying cars and tele-
phones that showed who was on the other end. The idea 

of time travel, albeit potentially dangerous, seemed pretty cool. It 
could be fun to go back and relive a first kiss or a child’s birth. 

Certainly, flying cars would help during rush-hour traffic. 
But computers and phones with live images? Surely that predic-
tion was nothing more than bunk. Who would want a caller to 
catch her with disheveled hair and torn jammies? Fast-forward 
a few decades. Barb and Bruce Vasbinder say their relation-
ship with their grandchildren, who live on the West Coast, 
just wouldn’t be the same if it weren’t for Skype. With the free 
software application, a webcam and a high-speed Internet 

WORDS BY KIM HONE-MCMAHAN  PHOTOGRAPHY BY SCOTT GRIESSEL

Bedtime stories 
by

connection, users can talk to and see each other live via the 
Internet. “It allows us to be a part of their lives and share spe-
cial moments with them even though many miles separate us,” 
says Barb, 60. 

The Nielsen Wire, the website for the measurement and 
information company Nielsen, reports: “Conventional wisdom 
that boomers spend little, resist technology and are slow to 
adopt new products needs to be reassessed. Boomers are an 
affluent group who adopt technology with enthusiasm.” 

The Vasbinders’ son, Aaron, his wife, Meghan, and their 
children, Caitlin, 4, and Lindsay, almost 2, Skype at least once 
every couple of weeks. And they get far more out of it than they 
would a simple telephone call. On one recent call, the couple 
gleefully watched as Caitlin showed them how she stretches 
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before soccer games, and celebrated 
when seeing Lindsay learning to walk. 
They also play games with the kids. 

“Caitlin will draw the cards, or roll 
the dice and move my player around the 
board,” Barb says. The couple showed the 
girls what the first snowfall of the season 
looked like. Her son has given them tours 
of his house. “Recently, Caitlin showed us 
her newly painted bedroom,” Barb says. 
“And one night, as we were ready to sign 
off Skype, Lindsay blew us a kiss.” 

Grandparents even help baby-sit over 
Skype, Barb says. “Sometimes we read 

a few books so Meghan and Aaron can 
clean up in the kitchen and talk without 
interruption.” Using creative ways to keep 
relationships intact, like Skype or the 
iPhone’s FaceTime feature, is something 
boomers may be experimenting with 
more as their kids and grandchildren are 
forced to move towns to find employment.

In 1977, the late Ken Olson, chairman 
and founder of Digital Equipment Corp., 
manufacturer of big business main-
frame computers, argued against the 
personal computer, saying, “There is no 
reason anyone would want a computer 
in their home.” Now it’s hard to find a 
home without one. And even many anti-
technology boomers are making their 
way to social networks like Facebook to 
stay connected and be hip. “The baby-
boomer generation is one of the fastest 
growing users of social media,” says 
Erin E. Hollenbaugh, assistant profes-
sor of communication studies at Kent 
State University. But beware of limiting 
yourself to written messages, such as 
Facebook messages or emails, 
as the only way to communi-
cate. “One nice thing about the 
Internet is that we sometimes 
feel more confident when talk-
ing with others online. The 

fact that you don’t have to see the other 
person’s reactions when you tell them 
something makes it easier to share things 
that may upset them. On the other hand, 
that same quality can backfire on us,” 
Hollenbaugh says. 

Sometimes written messages are 
perceived differently from what was 
intended. Perhaps that is why people 
invented emoticons – the faces made 
with symbols like :). Emoticons give us a 
chance to replicate what we do face-to-
face, Hollenbaugh says. But a text-only 
email is less rich than a Skype call, which 
includes nonverbal and verbal cues. The 
Vasbinders believe that without Skype, 
their grandchildren may not be as com-
fortable around them when they get the 
chance to visit in person. “They run to 
us in an airport without hesitation. They 
know us, not just pictures of us,” Barb 
Vasbinder says. “We have all this tech-
nology at our fingertips to improve the 

way we can communicate. Why 
not use it?” 

The Vasbinders believe that without 
Skype, their grandchildren may not 
be as comfortable around them when 
they get the chance to visit in person 
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C U P O L A A P L O M B
S U S B A A
U P T O S C R A T C H
R C E A C J

S P I R I T E D H O O K
O E N

S N I P E S S P R I G S
U C H

S P A M R E P R O A C H
T O U I M R
I R R E F U T A B L E
A E F O U D

C L A S S Y N O S H O W

Across
1. Domed roof (6)
5. Cool self-possession under strain (6)
8. Meeting required standard (2,2,7)
9. Full of vigour and liveliness (8)
10. Thing designed to catch people's attention (4)
11. Makes sly verbal attack (6)
14. Small sprays of leaves or flowers (6)
16. Unwanted bulk email (4)
18. Rebuke or reprimand (8)
21. Impossible to deny or disprove (11)
22. Stylish and sophisticated (6)
23. Guest who fails to attend (2-4)

Down
2. Take place of by force (5)
3. Protruding rock formation (7)
4. Valuable or advantageous thing (5)
5. Wears away by scraping (7)
6. Mechanism for fastening door or gate (5)
7. Traditional Chinese table game (3-4)
12. Relating to marriage and weddings (7)
13. Shabby and untidy (7)
15. Parallelogram with equal-length sides (7)
17. Characteristic conventions and customs of society (5)
19. Metal spike used by mountaineer (5)
20. System of principles or beliefs (5)
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P O W E R D R E S S I N G
A A A E A N A
N A T T Y D O L E F U L
G C O E I E O

S H A N T Y E U R O S
N I E N H
E N T I C E S T A N C E
P U S E S
O N C E R C H R O M E
T I T E U E O
I N T R A I N M A S O N
S E I I B I U
M I D D L E C L A S S E S

Across
1. Clothes style exuding confidence and importance (5,8)
8. Smart and fashionable (5)
9. Mournful, full of sorrow (7)
10. Traditional sailor song (6)
11. Continental dosh (5)
13. Tempt or lure (6)
15. Point of view (6)
18. Thing that occurs on single occasion (5)
20. Shiny metallic plate finish (6)
23. Currently underway (2,5)
24. Craftsman who works with stone (5)
25. Those who are comfortably well-off (6,7)

Down
1. Sudden sharp feeling (4)
2. Be careful! (5,2)
3. Synthetic silk-like fabric (5)
4. Overnight plane flight (3-3)
5. Prominent or important (7)
6. Deduce from evidence or reasoning (5)
7. Waterproof overshoes (8)
12. Favouritism shown to relatives (8)
14. Cut short (7)
16. Long-standing arch-enemy (7)
17. Picturesque or panoramic (6)
19. Quoted from source (5)
21. Rhythmic dance of Cuban origin (5)
22. Burdensome responsibility (4)
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Across
1. Clothes style exuding confidence and importance (5,8)
8. Smart and fashionable (5)
9. Mournful, full of sorrow (7)
10. Traditional sailor song (6)
11. Continental dosh (5)
13. Tempt or lure (6)
15. Point of view (6)
18. Thing that occurs on single occasion (5)
20. Shiny metallic plate finish (6)
23. Currently underway (2,5)
24. Craftsman who works with stone (5)
25. Those who are comfortably well-off (6,7)

Down
1. Sudden sharp feeling (4)
2. Be careful! (5,2)
3. Synthetic silk-like fabric (5)
4. Overnight plane flight (3-3)
5. Prominent or important (7)
6. Deduce from evidence or reasoning (5)
7. Waterproof overshoes (8)
12. Favouritism shown to relatives (8)
14. Cut short (7)
16. Long-standing arch-enemy (7)
17. Picturesque or panoramic (6)
19. Quoted from source (5)
21. Rhythmic dance of Cuban origin (5)
22. Burdensome responsibility (4)

Across

Down

Crossword No.7 Solution No.6by PHM

Is it poetry? 

Then send submissions to 

Poetry Editor Amy Brooke: 

amy@investigatemagazine.tv

The Photo

They say I am an old lady
of eighty… But she certainly
can’t be me! Here I am,
still a little girl of eight. Maybe
there’s been some cosmic mistake, for
what would that bright-eyed child say
looking at me steadfastly, more
years between us than she can
comprehend – I so near her end?

I ask her, and a small firm hand
reaches out across those years
soft and gentle still, yet strong.

She smiles, her eyes glistening with tears.
I’ve found you, she said, stay with me.
You are, and you’ve been me all along.

Jenifer Foster 

Poetry
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